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ABSTRACT 
The design of an applied game is complicated by needing to balance its usefulness, game-
play experience, and sustainability. In the applied design process, game designers occupy 
a pivotal position between game design knowledge, development team, co-designers, and 
players. From this complex web of interaction, the designer is still expected to invent a 
new game. From a design investigation perspective, there is an opportunity to expand our 
general knowledge of game design by exploring first-hand the design and development 
of an applied game. 
 
The aim of this practice-led PhD research was to design and develop a pervasive multi-
player applied video game as a tool for psychiatric healthcare workers treating patients 
suffering from depression and psychosis. The applied game Moodbot was co-designed 
during an intensive iterative process with healthcare experts and patients from Altrecht 
Mental Healthcare Institute and developers from the HKU University of the Arts. 
 
The following exegesis highlights game design knowledge gained from the development 
of the applied game Moodbot co-created with psychiatric healthcare workers, psychiatric 
patients, game artists, programmers, audio designers, and game designers. A design de-
cision tool based on epistemic frameworks is used in this dissertation to structure and 
explore the applied game decision-making that shaped Moodbot and specifically exam-
ines a critical design decision moment, which looks at the influences from technology 
and co-designers on the design and designer.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Games specifically designed for a purpose, apart from pure entertainment, to impact a 
domain or target audience are considered ‘applied games’. Applied game refers to the 
multitude of games designed with a real-world application, e.g. training, persuasion, ed-
ucation, exercise, health, human-computing, etc. ‘Applied’ refers to the tactical use and 
usefulness of the game activity outside the domain of the game itself (Roessel and 
Mastrigt 2011). In contrast, entertainment games are designed to be played for fun, even 
when knowledge and skills are accurately represented or simulated. Typically, these 
games have fictional themes (e.g. fantasy, science fiction, horror, etc.) and belong to a 
known genre (e.g. shooter, racing, platform, fighting, action RPG, etc.). Gamers and po-
tential gamers have come to expect production values in commercial entertainment to 
apply to all games in all areas, regardless of context. Applied games have a reputation for 
either sacrificing entertainment value for applicability or emulate entertainment games at 
the expense of the applied potential. An aspect of this research aims to demonstrate there 
should be little or no distinction in the player's gaming experience when comparing en-
tertainment and applied games. As an applied game designer there is a tremendous 
amount of opportunity for invention and creativity in the design of applied games. Ap-
plied games often require the designer to combine game elements in new and surprising 
ways to accomplish the applied purpose of the game. In comparison, innovation in enter-
tainment games is more often based on remixing game mechanics from successful genres. 
However, there is simply a lack of applied game examples both successful and unsuc-
cessful in all the possible domains to identify any kind of genre to be remixed by the 
applied game designer. Therefore, many applied game projects need to be novel or built 
from scratch, allowing for the applied game designer the creative freedom and creative 
stimulation to re-imagine how game mechanics can be formulated in this context.  
 
The investigation into the practices of game designers in comparison to other design dis-
ciplines (e.g. industrial design, architecture, cinematography) is a relatively new under-
taking in the field of game design (Kreimeier 2003). Investigation that specifically ex-
plores applied game design use practice-led research methods with outcomes: looking 
for applied game design guidelines (Spek 2011); validating design through demonstrating 
results (Keetels 2012); and developing models to identify tensions that arise in applied 
game design (Harteveld: 2011, 2012). The following exegesis is also practice-led research 
based on the design and development of the applied game known as Moodbot, which was 
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designed as a tool for psychiatric healthcare workers treating patients suffering from de-
pression and psychosis. The research aims to investigate applied game design and the 
knowledge gained from co-creation with psychiatric healthcare workers, psychiatric pa-
tients, game artists, programmers, audio designers, and game designers. 
 
The exegesis will analyse the decision-making process, reflecting on the role of the game 
designer operating at the centre of the co-creation and development of the applied game 
Moodbot. Game development is a collaborative effort of game artists, programmers, au-
dio designers, and game designers. The development of this specific applied game adds 
an extra set of complexities to game design due to co-design process with psychiatric 
healthcare workers and psychiatric patients. In order to reflect this, the analysis will pro-
vide insight into the creative vulnerability of the applied game designer by examining 
decision-making through an epistemic approach. Formulated in questions these would be: 
Q1) How does a design decision change affect a game artefact? Q2) At what point in the 
process do design decisions occur? Q3) What influences game design decisions? As a 
result of this analysis, and the accompanying practice-led research, the aim is to establish 
methods and new knowledge associated with the specifics of applied game design, so that 
these may be applied more broadly in an expanding area of research and professional 
activity.  
 
Whilst game design aiming to create entertainment is often satisfied with any kind of 
game-play experience so long as it is considered fun, there is often no consideration for 
an outcome beyond the game in this approach for the designer or studio. Applied game 
design should not be seen as the design of applied games, rather it is argued that it is game 
design “applied” to achieve an intended gameplay experience and outcome (Roessel and 
Mastrigt 2011). Part of this research will argue that no distinction should be made between 
an applied game designer and an entertainment game designer. The competence of an 
‘applied game designer’ need not be based on specialisation in a particular domain, un-
derlining the idea by Adams and Rollings (2007) that a game designer should be able to 
design many different types of games. Furthermore, in addition to this point, it can be 
argued that an ‘applied’ game designer must be able to design many types of games for 
many different domains. This additional aspect places the game designer in far more com-
plex situations, where more than just trying to make a ‘fun’ game influences design deci-
sions. This research, therefore, targets game designers, and its results are meant to 
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contribute to the field of knowledge about game design and development. The benefits of 
which, can 1) lower the intrinsic risks connected to innovation and 2) provide insight into 
the design of games meant to be both meaningful and applied.  
 
The structure of this dissertation covers the research context, method, narrative, and fin-
ishes with the research conclusion. The contextualization establishes the principles of ap-
plied games and a connection to previously conducted applied game design research. It 
continues to explore how games have been applied in psychiatry and become a part of a 
service. The research method section describes the project’s process, resulting artefact, 
ethical considerations, and methods considered and adopted in order to investigate design. 
The third section covers the research narrative, which outlines the vehicle of the practice-
led research; the design and development of the applied game Moodbot. Within this nar-
rative, a critical design moment has been selected as a snapshot to highlight the complex-
ity, practices, decision-making and creative freedom available during applied game de-
sign. The conclusion summarises the results of the research and looks at future research 
opportunities.  
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2. CONTEXTUALIZATION 
The purpose of the contextualization is to connect to topics relevant to the practice-led 
research. And represents the scope of my exploration into principles of applied game de-
sign, applied game design research, applied games in the domain of psychiatry, and the 
periphery field of service design. It is the intention that the following review positions my 
research in terms and principles, in similar research, in a specific domain, and likeness to 
other fields of design. The first topic of this review is applied games, a taxonomy and a 
framework, are used to help distinguish the difference between applied games from seri-
ous games. The taxonomy categorises applied games based on deployment as opposed to 
categorization by domains. The framework offers a perspective on the design tensions 
that come from trying to balance a game’s meaningful experience, applied purpose, and 
sustainability as a service. Included in the contextualization is applied game design re-
search, which establishes the kinds of research (e.g. goals, methods, and results) already 
conducted by practice-led researchers. By reviewing this kind of research, some similar-
ities and some differences can be found in my research. The contextualization also in-
cludes a review of games designed and developed for psychiatry, which are included to 
identify similarities and differences when compared to the design of Moodbot. The last 
topic in the contextualization includes the peripheral field of service design, included to 
better understand how Moodbot goes beyond the aims of therapeutic results but attempts 
to change the way healthcare worker and patient interact.  
2.1. APPLIED GAMES 
There are many terms that are used to describe the various games used for non-entertain-
ment purposes, e.g. serious games, persuasive games, games for health, advergames, etc. 
These terms are based upon the different values and perspectives from society, business 
and politics (Mayer et al. 2015). Similarly, the term applied game is well suited to a game 
design-oriented perspective, and for that reason the term was adopted for this dissertation. 
 
As already briefly introduced, applied game is the term used to specify games designed 
with a purpose other than entertainment. Applied game refers to the multitude of games 
designed with applied purposes, e.g. education, therapy, rehabilitation, behaviour change, 
human computing, persuasion, training, etc. Applied refers to the tactical use and useful-
ness of the game activity outside the domain of the game itself (Roessel and Mastrigt 
2011), which makes the use of the term applied games more inclusive. According to the 
definition given by Michael and Chen (2006), a serious game is “a game in which 
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education is the primary goal, rather than entertainment”. The definition, which is used 
by many professionals limits serious games to those games used for education and train-
ing. Another significant difference is the definition includes COTS (Commercial off-the-
shelf) entertainment games that are not designed but repurposed for education and train-
ing. COTS include the use of such entertainment games, such as Civilization (MicroProse 
1991) for the subject of history or Rollercoaster Tycoon (MicroProse 1999) for math (Eck 
2009). 
2.1.1. TAXONOMY 
Entertainment game genres (e.g. action, role-playing, fighting, racing, etc.) provide game 
designers with known sets of mechanics, which are used as a foundation to design enter-
tainment games. While existing serious games taxonomy in comparison focuses on do-
mains that use serious games or the purpose of the serious game. On the other hand, new 
arguments outline four ways applied games can be categorised based on their tactical 
purpose. The tactical use of applied games can be categorised (see figure 1) as Transmit-
ting (top left), Aggregating (top right), Collaborating (bottom right) and Adapting (top 
right) (Hrehovcsik et al. 2014).  
ComissionerComissioner
Collaborating
W ii
Ga m e
W ii
Ga m e
Commisioner Player
Adapting
W ii
Ga m e
Commissioner Player
Aggregating
W ii
Ga m e
Commissioner Player
Transmitting
 
Figure 1: Taxonomy of applied games based on tactical form (Hrehovcsik et al. 
2014). 
 
Transmitting applied games achieve their purpose by sending through the game’s declar-
ative and procedural content (knowledge, skills, rhetoric, physical activity, etc.) to the 
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player. Figure 1 (top left) visualizes how a commissioner (client) uses the game to transfer 
their content to the player. Examples of games that use this kind of tactical form include: 
America’s Army (United States Army 2002), Re-Mission (Realtime Associates 2006), 
Darfur is Dying (Ruiz et al. 2009), My Cotton Picking Life (Auroch Digital 2012), etc. 
Aggregating applied games achieve their purpose by taking and collecting data and/or 
creative-solutions from the player. Figure 1 (top right) visualizes how a game is used to 
transfer player output to the commissioner. Examples of games that use this kind of tac-
tical form include Foldit (University of Washington Center for Game Science 2008), 
Phylo (McGill 2017), etc. Collaborating applied games achieve their purpose by facili-
tating players by creating dialogues, cooperation and problem-solving. Figure 1 (bottom 
right) visualizes how a game that is designed and played at the same time develops output 
for the commissioner. Examples of games that use this kind of tactical form include De 
Climategame (Tygron 2017), Deltaviewer (Deltacommissaris 2012), Urban Strategy 
(TNO 2017), etc. Adapting applied games works by collecting data and/or creative-solu-
tions from players and sending declarative and procedural content to players. An expert-
user can then interact with the player through the game and adapt the game to accomplish 
the purpose. Figure 1 (bottom left) visualizes how a commissioner uses the game to in-
teract with the player by collecting player output and using this to alter content that is 
transmitted to the player. This kind of tactical form is clearly evident in Moodbot (Al-
trecht et al. 2013), but also includes examples such as DJ Fiero (Kenniscentrum Revali-
datiegeneeskunde Utrecht and HKU University of the Arts Utrecht 2017). 
2.1.2. FRAMEWORK 
The biggest challenge of applied game design is a consideration for how conflicting fac-
tors (e.g. the game’s fun and purpose) blend and balance with each other in the final game 
artefact. In order to better understand this challenge, a framework inspired by Marcus 
Vitruvius Pollio a Roman author, architect, and engineer from the 1st century known for 
his multi‑volume work entitled “De Architectura” was developed and resulting in a 
framework, which outlines a new approach to designing applied games. The results were 
then presented in a co-authored paper at Games for Health Europe (Hrehovcsik and 
Roessel 2013). The framework is used to reflect upon the design before, during and after 
the development of an applied game. At the beginning of a design process, the framework 
is used to communicate design challenges to co-designers. During the design process, it 
is used to support design decisions. After development, the applied game can be evaluated 
along the three key Vitruvian factors for impact.  
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Using a Vitruvian perspective these factors are identified as utilitas (the usefulness), 
firmitas (the sustainability) and venustas (the experiential) (Hrehovcsik and Roessel 
2013). Utilitas or purpose is when the game fulfils its purpose; Firmitas or sustainability 
is when the game is properly embedded in the context, obtainable or available to users, 
has a service or syllabus designed around it, and aims to create a perceivable impact in 
the chosen domain; Venustas or game-play experience is when the game provides a mean-
ingful holistic experience by providing the player with consistent game-play, audio-visu-
als, and interaction. Figure 2 visualizes the relationships between venustas, utilitas and 
firmitas, and the tensions that develop between the factors when designing an applied 
game.  
 
Figure 2: the Vitruvian triad (Hrehovcsik and Roessel 2013). 
 
The Vitruvian traits are especially useful for critiquing the potential impact of applied 
games. The traits are found returning in applied games used for different purposes, in 
different domains, using different tactical approaches. In contrast to the current taxon-
omy, which categorises applied games by domain or market (i.e. military, government, 
healthcare, etc.) or purpose (i.e. advergames, exergaming, health games, etc.), make it 
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difficult to critique and make comparisons. For example, two seemingly different games 
like Foldit (University of Washington Center for Game Science 2008) and America’s 
Army (United States Army 2002), which both have notoriety in their respective domains, 
would never be compared to each other. However, a critique with the Vitruvian traits 
would show why these two games have made comparable impacts on their respective 
domains. What do these two games have in common? And what makes them ‘good’ ap-
plied games? Both games provide their players with meaningful game-play. Both games 
have proven the design of their purpose, one as a research tool and the other as public 
relations tool. Both games have demonstrated their sustainability by making it easy and 
free for players to access the game coupled with the games’ publicity.   
2.2. APPLIED GAME DESIGN RESEARCH 
To have a better understanding of practice-led research methods and theory pertaining to 
applied game design, an exploration of relevant literature was undertaken. The assump-
tion was that practice-led research that resulted in game artefacts would aim to contribute 
to a body of knowledge about applied games, their design and development, and the role 
of the game designer. In particular, Spek (2011), Harteveld (2011), and Keetels (2012) 
provided examples of practice-led research and selected because of their relevance to ap-
plied game design in the Netherlands.  
 
According to Järvinen and Holopainen (2005), as the applications of games grow, the 
process of constructing its own design theory, practices, and discourse will also grow. 
Harteveld et al. (2010) assert that most applied games are developed without a proper 
comprehensive design theory. Keetels (2012) supports this with the assertion that the 
available theory that supports the design and development of applied games is still under-
developed. Lacking a comprehensive design theory, additional research was conducted 
to develop a number of theories around applied game processes, frameworks, taxonomies, 
and design tools which now form the foundation for this practice-led research (Hrehovc-
sik 2014). One area of applied game design theory that has comparable attention from 
researchers is where there is tension found between game-play experiences versus the 
applied purpose (Hrehovcsik and Roessel 2013; Harteveld et al. 2010; Keetels 2012). In 
the previously mentioned research conducted together with Roessel (2013), these tensions 
are described in terms of a perspective borrowed from Vitruvius, which identify the ten-
sion found in applied game design as being use, sustainability, and meaningful experi-
ence. Harteveld (2011) also identifies tensions in applied game design using his triadic 
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design philosophy, which describes them as reality, meaning, and play. His philosophy 
goes further by connecting the tensions with different people, disciplines, aspects, and 
criteria. Other similarities include topics concerning handling content that the designer 
has no expertise (e.g. acquired brain injury, triage, levee inspection), and must rely on 
co-designers and research. Furthermore, familiar practices (e.g. play-testing, prototyping, 
etc.) were also used to support the designer/researcher’s design efforts. According to Spek 
(2011), applied game design research can result in a series of guidelines or theoretical 
constructs, which could lead to more successful results. Practice-led research can be seen 
as being fundamental to developing a practice-based theory on the subject of applied 
game design. Spek (2011) argues that this kind of research allowed him to, “empirically 
and systematically test different game design principles on learning and engagement”.  
 
While some similarities can be found in the aforementioned applied game design re-
search, there is some contrast as well. For example, the domains that the research is con-
ducted are very different. Harteveld (2011) designed the game Levee Patroller, which 
trains the knowledge and skills for inspecting levees or the barriers created to protect land 
from flooding. Spek (2011) designed the game Code Red Triage, a game for the use of 
triage training. Triage is the process of determining the priority of patients' treatments 
based on the severity of their condition. Keetels (2012) designed the game Dream as a 
rehabilitation tool for children with acquired brain injury (ABI). ABI is brain damage 
caused by events after birth and can result in cognitive, physical, emotional, or 
behavioural impairments. Considering the different domains, the designer-researchers 
demonstrate similarities in the approach the game design as mention previously.  
 
My research objective intentionally distances itself from research outcomes meant to 
measure the effectiveness of the game. For example, Keetels (2012) and Spek (2011) use 
practice-led research as a vehicle or experiment towards the validation of outcomes. 
Spek’s research aim was to identify outcomes related to improved learning and efficacy. 
Keetels’ research aim was to identify outcomes related to therapeutic behavioural change. 
Both research-designers intended to provide evidence of how these connect to specific 
game design principles. It is acknowledged that validating the impact of an applied game 
is an important aspect of applied game research, but the value of validation is more rele-
vant to the specific domain than it is for game design theory. For example, Harteveld et 
al. (2010) prescribed a design philosophy that identifies design tensions, which is more 
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relevant to the practicing applied game designer than the impact created by the game. 
Thus, the argument used against focusing on outcomes is that this research aims to de-
velop design knowledge about process, co-design, and design strategies.   
 
The literature review included a look at the aforementioned designer/researchers’ experi-
ences and qualifications, which becomes a topic when exploring a professional’s design 
decision-making.  It was discovered that applied game research was conducted by re-
searchers with no actual design experience or training. Harteveld (2011) and Spek (2011) 
both admit that their qualification for taking the role of the game designer was something 
they took upon themselves out of a personal interest in video games and technology. Code 
Red Triage is the applied game designed by Spek (2011), which trains triage or the pro-
cess of determining the priority of patients' treatments based on the severity of their con-
dition. The game places the player in the role of a first responder who must perform the 
triage procedure on the victims of a mass casualty event in a subway station. Harteveld 
(2011), who designed the game Levee Patroller, aimed to enhance levee patrollers’ levee 
knowledge and inspection skills. The game places the player in the role of a levee inspec-
tor who must search and look for signs of levee failure. The result is that Code Red Triage 
and Levee Patroller have strong simulation elements, which attempt to model the real 
world. Keetels (2012), in contrast to the other design-researchers, had a formal game de-
sign and development education and game industry experience. Keetels, who designed 
the game Dream, focused on rehabilitation activities for children with an acquired brain 
injury (ABI). The game requires individual players to work as a team to defeat monsters 
and to solve puzzles. To progress, a boss (game enemy) must be defeated during the game. 
Players accomplish this by walking forward and backward, which respectively enables 
attack and defence actions. Far from being simulative, Dream offers a rich fantasy game 
that when played does not associate the game activity with therapeutic activities.  
2.3. APPLIED GAMES IN PSYCHIATRY 
The state of affairs of the psychiatric domain made this research possible as well as rele-
vant. Understanding the domain’s urgent need to innovate provides the background for 
the reasoning for experimentation in the development of an applied game. About ten per 
cent (1.68 million) of the Dutch population report psychological symptoms (Schoemaker 
2011). Psychiatric disorders (i.e. depression, phobias, dementia, schizophrenia etc.) are 
the most expensive group of diseases because many mental disorders are chronic and 
often require prolonged periods of inpatient care (Slobbe et al. 2011; Polder and 
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Achterberg 2004). Due to the current socio-political and economic climate in the Nether-
lands where budget cuts are not uncommon (Hrehovcsik et al. 2014) psychiatric 
healthcare is under pressure to innovate and become more efficient (Deen et al. 2014). 
 
One-way innovation is occurring is the focus on e-Health (electronic health), which is an 
umbrella term that encompasses the use of information and communication technology 
in the sector. For example, the use of face-to-face interviews combined with interventions 
such as online chat, video calls, online treatment modules, online access to patient health 
files and applied games. E-Health solutions are interesting to mental health institutions 
because society is increasingly more digitalized, but hopes to provide better and more 
affordable care. The expectation is that patients can become less dependent on a therapist; 
patients and therapists together have more control; increased transparency; more help at 
home; and more cooperation from support systems and partners (van der Meer 2014).  
 
To understand the state-of-the-art of applied game design in the psychiatric domain it is 
valuable to identify applied games already developed, explain how they are used for re-
search, identify underlining opportunities within the domain, and summarize the chal-
lenges of designing applied games in this domain. Board games and digital entertainment 
games are already used in many situations during therapy (Haring and Warmelink, 2016). 
Publications with a focus on digital games designed for aiding or offering therapy for a 
range of disorders or conditions were selected and used for explaining the state-of-the-
art. However, research into the application of applied games in psychiatry is limited 
(Eichenberg et al., 2016) and publications with sufficient detail about the design of these 
games are even more scarce (Haring and Warmelink, 2016). There are few examples of 
applied games used in psychiatry when compared to those being applied to other 
healthcare sectors. It has been suggested that video games have gained negative publicity 
due to studies and reports that focus on their negative consequences causing their inno-
vative potentials to be overlooked (Brezinka 2008; Stasiak and Merry 2012). Currently, 
applied games that aid or offer therapy are used in the treatment of depression, anxiety, 
phobias, autistic disorders, etc. (Eichenberg et al., 2016). Other reasons for using games 
in psychiatry align with the more general reasoning for their use in mental healthcare, e.g. 
self-management, education, diagnosis, facing fears, social skills, and self-discovery (Mi-
chael and Chen 2006).  
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The way applied games in psychiatry are researched is markedly different from those 
previous examples associated with applied game design research. The aims of the re-
search focus on the impact created on patients, which adds little to our design knowledge. 
For example, SPARX (Smart, Positive, Active, Realistic, X-factor thoughts), which was 
a game developed for psychotherapy and meant as an intervention for treatment of ado-
lescents with mild to moderate depression, focuses on the outcomes concerned with 
changes in data on patient depression (Shepherd 2011; Merry et al. 2012; Stasiak and 
Merry 2012). From the design perspective, we are left with knowing that SPARX is a 
third-person fantasy game, which allows the player to choose an avatar and undertake a 
series of challenges to restore the balance in a fantasy world dominated by GNATs 
(Gloomy Negative Automatic Thoughts). The game consists of seven sequential levels. 
While some design knowledge concerning the game’s system can be pieced together from 
the description of the game, information about the applied game design process, the game 
designer and relevant design decisions are not included. Research in this domain is only 
beginning to consider the application of applied games and investigating their mecha-
nisms (Eichenberg et al., 2016). 
 
More and more positive evidence from research supports the potential of applied games 
(Eichenberg et al., 2016) (Eichenberg and Schott, 2017). Research from the psychiatric 
domain has identified several opportunities for the use of applied games in the domain of 
psychiatry. One perceived opportunity is to use applied games to engage and motivate 
children and adolescents (Coyle et al., 2005) (Deen et al., 2014) (Eichenberg and Schott, 
2017). The reasoning is based on the argument that the current generation of children and 
adolescents are growing up as digital natives (Stasiak and Merry 2012) and are thus more 
familiar with games and technology. According to Eichenberg and Schott (2017), there 
are opportunities for applied games to be applied to older patients, which they indicate as 
an important point for future application of games. The general potential of applied games 
is appealing to the domain because of their ability to offer to enhance learning, creativity, 
curiosity, imagination, and motivation. Motivation and engagement are desirable for pa-
tient adherence to therapy. An applied game can also strengthen the patient’s active role 
in treatment by minimizing resistance and limiting reactions during therapy. Patient au-
tonomy is increased by control over the time, place and therapy pace, which could be 
translated to electronic homework assignments and help rehearse basic psychoeduca-
tional parts of treatment. Patient empowerment during treatment is also supported by 
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experiencing challenge, curiosity, control, choice, and teamwork during game-play. Even 
when learning requires the possibility of negative consequences, games naturally assist 
players to progress when presented with repeated failure. Theories such as flow theory 
provide explanations as to how applied games motivate and engage. Applied games also 
help with setting clear goals and rules, while recognizing progress and providing feed-
back, which also corresponds to psychotherapies. Furthermore, this provides structure to 
therapy sessions and helps explain important theoretical concepts in a user-friendly way. 
Eichenberg and Schott (2017) point to additional opportunities for applied games, such 
as within the context of relationship building, where understanding patient’s central 
needs, motivation, and personality structure plays a central role. As an example, they 
suggest that an applied game could fulfil a dependent patient’s need for an inner connec-
tion to the therapist even outside therapy. Eichenberg and Schott (2017) also indicated 
concerns about the limitations of applied games when providing key therapeutic ingredi-
ents, such as non-verbal behaviours, interpersonal relationships, and a therapeutic alli-
ance. And the limited ability of an applied game to detect and adequately deal with a 
crisis. 
 
Applied games offer many opportunities to the domain of psychiatry as well as a growing 
desire to see more widespread use. Besides their therapeutic properties applied game are 
perceived to allow patients unrestricted availability and easier access to treatment. How-
ever, there are significant challenges when concerned with the practical implementation 
of applied games (Eichenberg et al., 2016). One of these challenges is dealing with the 
potential cost and training implications that arise from new technology. Further chal-
lenges lie with the many legal, ethical, and procedural considerations. For example, the 
lack of guidelines, standards, and policies related to e-health in general (Eichenberg et 
al., 2016). Currently, application of applied games is limited, with a very few patients and 
therapists being aware of their existence. There are also concerns from therapists that 
applied games could distract from or substitute therapy, such as neglecting relationships 
and communication components. Eichenberg et al. (2016) recommend that collaboration 
between game developers and users would be essential in facilitating this process.  
 
Research originating from the domain of psychiatry and including an applied game in the 
study primarily focused on the impact of the game on users. The method of research is 
usually designed to collect data to justify the use of applied games in the domain. These 
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studies have yet to analyse the underlining game systems, design and development pro-
cess, or implementation strategies. In terms of design knowledge, it is difficult to extrap-
olate general guidelines or strategies for the design or development of a successful applied 
game in this domain from the limited descriptions on the games provided. However, the 
review of applied games in psychiatry does provide correlations from the domain to sup-
port the initial design criteria for the Moodbot research project. 
2.4. SERVICE DESIGN 
“Service design” is a practice aimed at designing systems and processes that provide users 
holistic services. The design of a service entails the organisation of personnel, infrastruc-
ture, communication, and resources of a service to improve the quality and interaction 
between the service provider and its customers. Service design may be used to inform 
changes to an existing system or create a new service. Examples of service design are 
airline check-ins, comprehensive branding systems, shipping processes, customer-service 
systems, concierge programs, back-office software, and services patient-care systems.  
 
Service design like other design disciplines (e.g. interaction design, UX design, etc.) is 
an exploratory process, but different in its aims to create meaningful configurations that 
involve people, processes, technologies and many different kinds of objects (Kimbell and 
Seidel 2008; Kimbell 2011). User-centred, co-creative, sequenced interrelated action, ev-
idence of intangible services, and a holistic consideration of the entire service environ-
ment are trademarks of the practice of service design (Stickdorn and Schneider 2012). 
According to Klapztein and Cipolla (2016), game designers have been applying their re-
search into strategies, which stimulate engagement, pleasure and a variety of sensations 
through game-play experience to areas beyond games, which has led to the recognition 
of game elements used in non-game settings. Service designers looking to improve user 
experience and engagement in services have started to notice these non-game applications 
of game design thinking.  
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3. RESEARCH METHOD   
At the centre of this practice-led research is the design and development of Moodbot, an 
online multiplayer video game developed for psychiatric patients. Moodbot (a.k.a. e-
buddy project) was a collaboration between HKU University of the Arts Utrecht, the 
mental healthcare organisation Altrecht, and backend developers Ippo. Moodbot as re-
search offers ample opportunities in terms of focus, e.g. the research could focus on de-
sign paradigms or process or design in the domain of mental health.  
 
The aim of the research is an investigation of a practising applied game designer’s deci-
sion-making and how those decisions relate to the design of Moodbot. In order to create 
a method for investigating design decision-making, an exploration of research methods 
that included the design and development of an applied game were conducted. The result 
of this exploration found a contrast in research aims, such as seeking to provide evidence 
that links game design mechanics to learning (Spek 2011) or rehabilitation (Keetels 2012) 
or present a theory for applied game design (Hartveld et al. 2010; Hartveld 2011). Spek 
(2011), Keetels (2012) and Hartveld (2011) share a straightforward approach that uses a 
narrative throughout their dissertations that explain the design and development in phases 
from start to finish. My original effort to sharpen my design investigation was inspired 
by Gänshirt (2007), that in turn led to a focus on ‘design tools’ or design activities (e.g. 
documentation, paper prototyping, play-testing, etc.) taken during the design process. 
This approach is based on an epistemic framework derived from my experience, beliefs, 
and knowledge about games design and is inspired by Schaffer’s (2006) and Schön’s 
(1983) ideas about professionals operating within epistemic frames of experience and 
tacit understanding. The process eventually led to the idea of a ‘snapshot’ in which it 
might be possible to capture key points in formulating design decisions.  
 
Using a set of cards (see figure 3), the snapshot approach aims to capture critical design 
moments by connecting these moments to a personal epistemic framework consisting of 
values, practice, identity, interests, understanding, and knowledge. Critical design mo-
ments occur when decisions change the current design state scorrect issues with the de-
sign state to achieve design goals. For example, a critical moment during this research 
occurred after a play-test revealed competitive game-play elements did not motivate play-
ers in the correct way, which resulted in these elements being removed and replaced with 
cooperative game-play. The cards (see Appendix AN) are separated into categories that 
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look the game’s applied design, stakeholders, project constraints, game design, game 
artefact, and design process. The cards help the reader and future designers to structure 
the reconstruction of the design decision-making narrative. The final form of the 'snap-
shot' is where the designer makes an analysis of a design-decision aided with epistemic 
playing cards. 
 
Figure 3: An example of the cards in use to structure the narrative of a critical design 
moment. 
3.1. DESIGN INVESTIGATION 
Design investigation aims at gathering knowledge about a range of design disciplines, 
such as architecture, engineering, industrial design, product design, etc., which share cre-
ative, technical and commercial characteristics. The purpose of design investigation is to 
collect, organise and improve thought and information about design, and should be used 
to investigate areas of design that are relevant to designers and design organisations. Rel-
evant areas include studies of artefacts, the behaviour of individuals engaged in design, 
groups engaged in design, and the effects and fate of the resulting products (Gregory 
1966). Furthermore, relationships between thought and actions of design, the future, the 
uncertainty, and reflection on what has been designed should be included (Gänshirt 2007). 
It should be noted that while design may be coupled with scientific and technical insights, 
it should not be confused with scientific research, which seeks to isolate and analyse ex-
isting objects or identify repeatable phenomena (Gänshirt 2007).  
 
Gänshirt (2007) in Tools for Ideas, tells us that one of the difficulties of designing is 
having in advance the knowledge of the final outcome. A designer must, therefore, rely 
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on personal knowledge from actions and experience, which goes beyond facts, craft and 
technical knowledge. Investigation of an individual designer is an exploration into the 
characteristics that cannot be found in models that generalise design. According to Greg-
ory (1966), a designer is inherently complex, who operates in parallel processes while 
also demonstrating the flexibility to accommodate different approaches or even invent 
new ones. An investigation of an individual designer should examine creativity or the 
designer’s ability to provide new solutions, decision-making made under uncertainty and 
the risks that this incurs, personal vulnerabilities that are exposed by the context of de-
signing, and attitude needed to function as a designer. The goal of this kind of investiga-
tion is to make the designer’s implicit knowledge from actions and experience “communi-
cable, verifiable and discussable” (Gänshirt 2007).  
 
According to Lawson (2005) in Design Thinking, “thinking about thinking”, the decision-
making process in design is difficult to investigate, due to the challenge of finding a 
method for disseminating the really interesting things that happen in design, which is 
often hidden in the designer’s head. It is well known that designers are known for making 
internalised design decisions. This becomes a point of investigation when one considers 
that a single design decision can have a considerable impact on the design of an artefact 
and the difficult task of match design and needs while staying with the scope of a project 
(Gregory 1966). A design decision is a final choice that occurs after many ideas and pos-
sible choices have contended with each other. While a critical design decision is a feature 
or needs determined at an executive level (e.g. client or co-designer). Gregory (1966) 
emphasises that design decisions are made by the designer or the person responsible for 
the outcomes, which is not to be compared to decisions made by calculation or tests.  
3.1.1. METHODS OF INVESTIGATION 
Lawson (2005) goes on to describe several design investigation methods, such as the de-
signer sitting down and reflecting on their own practice and what they think must have 
happened. Another is by interviewing and reading a designer’s writings about their pro-
cess, where the best approach is not to focus on a single project but on the designer’s 
process as a whole. Lawson (2006) indicates there are several pitfalls in design investi-
gation, such as designers not being naturally communicative as writers. They are also 
more likely to write to impress while avoiding to reveal their doubts and weaknesses. 
Designers are accustomed to ‘selling’ their designs to teams or clients and tend to develop 
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what Lawson calls “post-hoc rationalisation” which shows an ordered inflexible progress 
to the result of their design. 
 
Schön (1983) uses interviews combined with reflective writing in his investigation of 
reflection-in-action. In his analysis of his subjects, he hints to how the experienced de-
signer is able to show “no hint of detecting and correcting errors” and the ability to “zero 
in on fundamental schemes and decisions”. Interestingly Schön contemplates the meaning 
of the practitioner who has become aware of his epistemic frame which allows alternative 
ways of framing the reality of his practice, which connects to an approach using an epis-
temic framework as a tool that could support the way a designer communicates design-
decisions. 
 
Gänshirt (2007) places emphasis on the actions of design around the theme of design 
tools. Using ‘design tool’ as a metaphor to encourage the idea of hand tools being used 
on complex design problems. Design tools offer the ability to make the internal external 
and explicit by allowing the designer the ability to create objects for possible reflection. 
Design tools include actions for design like language, modelling, sketching, gestures, cal-
culation, etc. The concept of design tools (e.g. prototyping, play-testing, design documen-
tation, etc.) is used as design evidence throughout the design narrative of Moodbot in 
order to provide insight into the practical activities of the designer.  
 
Gänshirt (2007) also suggests that design tools be “systematically controlled” during a 
design process. In terms of process Gänshirt (2007) discuss several possibilities; one of 
these being the iterative process, which is a circular and recurring sequence of stages used 
to deal with unknown complexities. Another process is a linear process, which indicates 
prior knowledge of what is to be done by steps. Gänshirt (2007) indicates that the ideal 
process is a combination of the two previously mentioned processes. Gänshirt’s perspec-
tive on the process is further supported by game designers (Bateman and Boon 2005; 
Adams and Rollings 2007) and forms the basis of my visualisation and understanding of 
the game design process.  
 
Another process, called “test and scan”, encourages the designer to use the first solution 
until proven to be the incorrect one, at which point the designer returns to the beginning 
where another route will be explored. The last process mentioned is the systematic 
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production of several alternatives, which uses an evaluation filter used to help decide the 
design route. During the concept phase, which is reported in the research narrative of 
Moodbot, the concept production of several alternatives inspired an experimental ap-
proach to developing multiple concepts by replacing concept descriptions with playable 
paper-prototypes.   
3.1.2. AN EPISTEMIC APPROACH 
Schön (1983) criticises the academic approach to studying professionals and their 
knowledge of excluding the ‘intuitive’ or ‘art’ of the competent practitioner. Schön con-
nects his design research to epistemology, which is the theory of knowledge. The dis-
course around epistemic studies centres on knowledge, belief, and justification. It is ar-
gued in this dissertation that applied game design research lacks or avoids the ‘intuitive’ 
or ‘art’ of applied game design. There is even evidence that could call into the ‘compe-
tence’ of the design practitioners conducting the research.  
 
Since it is the goal to investigate what Schön (1983) refers to as reflection-in-practice or 
knowledge-in-practice, the idea of an epistemic framework has been adopted, which is 
used to frame the authors design practice. An epistemic frame for this purpose represents 
a collection of skills, identities, interests, understanding, and knowledge that profession-
als use to think in innovative ways (Shaffer 2006). Different communities of practice have 
different epistemic frames, which frame the role of the practitioner. These frames help 
increase the scope of reflection and knowledge-in-practice (Schön 1983). The purpose of 
modelling an epistemic frame is to lay bare the knowledge, processes, beliefs, and the 
context that shapes my practice as a professional (Schön 1983; Shaffer 2006).  
3.1.3. EPISTEMIC FRAMEWORK 
The frame presented in this section comes from self-analysis. In theory, no two applied 
game designers would share the exact epistemic frame. For example, an applied game 
designer with a background in interaction design may use more theory from user-experi-
ence design, while a designer with a background in the entertainment games industry 
relies on theory from popular game design sources (e.g. Gamasutra1). An epistemic frame 
can also be applied to a field of practice with the purpose of defining correlations between 
all professionals in a particular field. For example, some obvious similarities would exist 
for all applied game designers, e.g. the composition of a development team, a target au-
dience (players) and work with co-designers.  
                                                 
1 http://www.gamasutra.com/ 
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The topics that make up the author’s epistemic frame may seem broad, but without know-
ing the source of the author’s perspective it would be difficult to understand the complex-
ity of applied game design and the simplicity in which design decision-making is ex-
plained through the research method. 
 
Figure 4: A visualization of the structure used to approach the epistemic 
framework and its categories. 
 
Figure 4 represents an effort to create a general outline of the author’s epistemic frame-
work where the factors that influence design decisions are considered. The goal was to 
make the analysis visual; personal; and useful for highlighting ‘blind alleys’. To visualise 
the analysis a visual overview was created (see figure 4) to order the author’s thinking 
process. The analysis process started by taking into the consideration the internal and 
external factors that could influence the design decision-making. The results defined 
within the areas of internal and external factors in the following categories: Intuitions & 
Feelings, Theories & Beliefs, Experience, Design Process, Stakeholders and Game De-
velopment. The next step was to consider how to turn the map of the epistemic frame into 
a tool for design decision analysis. In an effort to find ways to create an appropriate format 
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for an epistemic tool, such things as a canvas (placemat) and conceptual model were con-
sidered. Eventually, it was chosen to make the epistemic frame into a set of cards, which 
are quick and easy to arrange and rearrange. Another advantage of cards is that they al-
lowed visual and symbolic cues, thus enabling accessible narratives to be constructed. 
From this point on, more than fifty cards were created and categorised into five main 
categories, and their sub-categories. Together with the author’s HKU supervisor Willem 
Jan Renger, the cards were tested by using them to narrate various situations we had en-
countered during the Moodbot project. The last step in developing the epistemic tool re-
quired design decision moment to be selected, which required reflection upon Moodbot's 
design and development. The goal was to find a moment that resulted in significant 
changes in the design, interaction between co-designers or the use of specific game design 
tools. In the end, one design decision was chosen for dissemination as a snapshot. 
 
Intuitions & Feelings (see figure 4) represent my vulnerabilities and creative intuitive-gut 
feelings as a game designer. Will you be able to connect the dots of creativity? And will 
the creativity still be there when you need it? Even in consideration of my years of game 
design experience, one can still be susceptible to insecurities about one's design decisions. 
For example, a lot of pressure is added from the responsibility associated with designing 
the outcomes of an applied game. Additionally, there is an intimidation factor that comes 
from working in a domain, e.g. in psychiatry working alongside doctors and patients. Will 
the game you create, function for the selected purpose? Will it motivate the target audi-
ence? There is also the ambition to make a positive impact in the domain you are working. 
Experience, theories & beliefs and design processes balance these vulnerabilities out. If 
they did not, then design would be an impossible task. 
 
Theories & Beliefs refers to knowledge learned (e.g. from literature or discourse) and 
provides all the theoretical structures towards games and game design. A part of this 
knowledge is about being able to analyse a game’s structure (rule set), the interaction 
between player and game, and game-play experience. Another part includes the ability to 
look critically at game artefacts. Additionally, there are also a number of conceptual tools 
that have been adopted over the years (some that were developed by the author), which 
support design activities. It can be argued that these are best classified as beliefs because 
game design theory is frequently not based on a scientific research model of evidential or 
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empirical fact. It is instead a heuristic approach to knowledge based on what has been 
seen or heard and adopted as a guideline (e.g. beliefs about what is ‘fun’).  
 
Experience is knowledge or insight gained from design and development of games. Ex-
perience is pervasive as it modifies how theories are used and interpreted. It also tames 
many feelings of uncertainty and helps forms decisions intuitively. Experience also re-
lates to how the design process and development process is perceived and extends even 
to the ability to work with stakeholders. 
 
Design Process is the roadmap that provides an overview of the phases of design and the 
cyclic iterative process. The kinds of design tools that are optimal to use at different mo-
ments during the design journey are dictated by the awareness of these two processes. 
The design process is also used as a functional connection to the development process. 
 
Game Development is about how the game design process relates to processes of other 
disciplines involved in a game's development. Multidisciplinary development creates a 
number of interdependencies that have ramifications for the entire production process. 
For example, synergy within the project, co-designer confidence in the project and 
amount of project time available all impact design decisions. 
 
Stakeholders are extremely influential upon one’s design decisions. A distinction can be 
made between two types of stakeholders: 1) Co-designers & Subject-Matter Experts; 2) 
Developers. There are several types of subject-matter experts that are relevant to applied 
game design and development. Sometimes a single person is able to fill one or more ex-
pert roles. Player-contact experts have direct contact with the target audience and hands-
on experience working with them (e.g. a teacher, nurse, etc.). Domain experts have 
knowledge of the domain in terms of business and organisational practices. Content ex-
perts understand what kinds of objectives the game needs to achieve and how this relates 
to the domain. Transfer experts understand the methods (i.e. didactics, therapies, treat-
ments, etc.) used in the domain. Additionally, the experts are usually considered co-de-
signers if they are regularly involved in providing feedback during design and develop-
ment. Stakeholders typically have a difficult time measuring their player's meaningful 
game-play experience, which leads to tensions between game design and domain exper-
tise. Developers represent a group of professionals from different disciplines that have 
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skills relevant to video game development. Influence from a team of developers can range 
from ideas for gameplay; to the manner of implementation; to a particular developer's 
preferences; to a developer's abilities and level of skill.  
3.1.4. EPISTEMIC SNAPSHOTS 
In an effort to make the self-analysis into a tool the following set of cards (see Appendix 
AN and Appendix AL) was created. The cards consist of five main categories, which are 
defined in the following section. As previously mentioned the cards are used to create a 
snapshot of a game design decision.  
 
2CaT (Context, Content, and Transfer) Analysis: Is concerned with an analysis of the 
purpose, goals and validation of the intended design. The analysis consists of gathering 
information about the content, context, and transfer for design parameters to be defined. 
 
Stakeholders: Are concerned with the multidisciplinary environment that an applied game 
designer operates, which includes contact with co-designers and the development team. 
 
Design: Is concerned with a theoretical model that defines game design, which is used to 
frame thinking about the game mechanics, play mechanics or gameplay experience.  
 
Artefact: Is concerned with the critical analysis of a game as an artefact, which takes into 
consideration the game-play, visual and thematic representation, sociocultural impact, us-
ability, and technology of a game.  
 
Process: Is concerned with the process of designing the game. Progress can be measured 
within the linear and iterative processes, which connects to the use of specific design 
tools.  
 
Project: Is concerned with the way the design affects and is affected by business and 
development issues. From a designer’s perspective, this accounts for factors not directly 
controlled or influenced by design, such as time and confidence.   
 
The research results include a snapshot of a decision-making moment that occurred dur-
ing practice-led research. Eventually choose the strongest snapshot to use in this final 
dissertation. The snapshot includes three essential elements:  
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1) A visual reference (e.g. video) of the cards as they illustrate aspects of the de-
sign decision;  
2) An audio narrative to vocalise the design issues and the considerations; 
3) Lastly a written summary of the snapshot found in this dissertation in section 
4.5 Snapshot: Design Crisis.   
 
Snapshots follow a grammatical process that structures how design moments are exam-
ined and communicated. The process consists of the game design researcher formulating 
questions that examine the origin of the current state of affairs, the action taken that 
changed the design state, and the results from the changes. It is up to the game design 
researcher to formulate the correct questions to create a snapshot. For example, questions 
concerning how the design was influenced are often related to stakeholders. And ques-
tions related to design problems are likely to come from the current state of the artefact 
or failure to consider all the aspects of design. Using the epistemic cards requires the 
game design researcher to select relevant cards from the five categories. For example, the 
game design researcher may begin by selecting a card from the process category to pro-
vide context for the snapshot. While adding the player card provides the game design 
researcher with a topic or source of an issue. Indicating relationships by grouping cards 
together provide the ability to speak of several elements that integrated and cannot be 
separated or perhaps describes a more complex topic. Drawing lines to create connection 
and describe flow between topics also adds to creating the snapshot grammar.  
3.2. RESEARCH PROJECT 
This research is based on the author’s role working as a senior game designer developing 
Moodbot on behalf of HKU University of the Arts Utrecht's innovation studio. HKU Uni-
versity of the Arts Utrecht agreed beforehand to allow this design-work on Moodbot to 
become the focus of the practice-led research. The role of a senior game designer entails 
taking responsibility and management for the final design decisions and their implemen-
tation during the development of Moodbot. In some cases, during the project, design tasks 
were handed over to a team of junior designers. The development of Moodbot was a 
collaborative effort, and during the course of development involved three programmers 
and four game artists. The project itself originates from the efforts of Willem-Jan Renger 
to establish the use of games in psychiatry in collaboration with Altrecht GGZ. 
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Altrecht GGZ, a large mental healthcare institute in the province of Utrecht in the Neth-
erlands, acted as the primary co-designer and project commissioner (a.k.a. client). Pa-
tients were selected from two different departments within Altrecht and designated the 
game's target audience. The Roosenburg department is a closed ward and specialises in 
psychiatric illnesses and addiction-related behaviour. Patients in this department have had 
encounters with the legal system due to their complex problems and aggressive behaviour 
leading to incidents of violence. The ABC department is a clinic for young people diag-
nosed with a nonaffective psychosis and schizophrenia. It offers an open facility and am-
bulatory care. Besides the individual medical and psychosocial treatment, patients can 
take part in various treatment groups such as psychoeducation, coping with addiction or 
multi-family groups. These two diverse target groups were selected with consideration to 
the future scalability of the game. The aims of the commissioner and co-designers were 
to create a game that would: Lower the rates of aggression and incidents in the forensic 
and closed psychiatric wards; reduce the healthcare worker’s caseloads; reduce patient 
relapses; and empower patients by giving them more control over their treatment. While 
the psychiatric aims determined by the co-designers would represent the design expecta-
tions placed on Moodbot, they should not be confused with the aims of my research. 
3.2.1. ETHICS 
In terms of ethical considerations for this project, two different codes of conduct were 
used as guidelines. Code of Conduct: Applied Research for Higher Professional Educa-
tion (Andriessen et al. 2010) sets the standard for approaching ethical considerations in 
the domain of applied research at HKU University of the Arts, which consists of five rules 
regarding the responsibilities and behaviour of an applied researcher. A researcher is ex-
pected to serve professional and societal interests, be respectful, be careful, demonstrate 
integrity, and justify choices and behaviour.  
 
Our co-designers from Altrecht Mental Healthcare Institute operate under their own set 
of ethics (Altrecht Geestelijke Gezondheidszorg 2015a; Altrecht Geestelijke Gezond-
heidszorg 2015b) which requires them to: submit the research plan to a METC (Medical 
Ethical Committee) or sufficiently explain why it is not necessary, clearly define what is 
required of participants (i.e. time, effort, and behaviour), inform participants about the 
advantages and disadvantages, meet the requirements for patient information and in-
formed consent documents, handle data and storage in accordance with relevant laws and 
regulations to protect the privacy and integrity of the participants according to WMO 
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(Social Support Act), WBP (Data Protection Act), WGBO (Law on Medical Treatment 
Agreement), Declaration of Helsinki, and Good Clinical Practice; and finally be endorsed 
by Altrecht VSNU (Association of Universities) Academic Code of Conduct. 
 
The research identifies three types of research participants: first, the role of the profes-
sional game designer; secondly the co-designers (healthcare); and thirdly, the target au-
dience (players). The most vulnerable of these, the target audience, were mental health 
patients from Altrecht who volunteered to participate under the ethical guidelines used by 
Altrecht. The purpose of contact with the target audience was to gather ideas and feedback 
for the game’s design and to discover if the game was engaging enough to accomplish 
the applied purpose of the co-designers. During these contact moments, patients were 
informed about the game’s design and specifically about how the game would allow 
healthcare workers to monitor their moods and some game activities. Patients were also 
informed that they had the right to withdraw during these sessions. For example, during 
one play-test a patient was no longer interested in the activity and withdrew from the play-
test with no questions asked. Furthermore, images and audio were not allowed during 
these contact moments with the target audience as a part of the co-designers’ protocols 
set for the project. The digital version of the game collected mood data from the players, 
which was handled by making participants anonymous and data transfer used required 
security protocols set by Altrecht and their technology partner Ippo2. The collected data 
was used for informing the game design about the game-play experience and to determine 
if the co-designers found data useful. 
3.2.2. PROJECT- MOODBOT 
At the core of this research is the process of designing the applied game Moodbot, with 
an emphasis in investigating how decisions were made throughout the process. The re-
search project is a kind of documentation of an ongoing dialogue between the designer, 
the design and the healthcare professionals and patients.  
 
The project was funded half by the HKU University of the Arts Utrecht and Altrecht 
Psychiatric Hospital. The funds used were meant for eHealth innovations. The project 
was a collaborative effort that included co-designers and a multi-disciplinary develop-
ment team. In the acknowledgements is a list of developers and co-designers that partic-
ipated in the Moodbot project. The key collaborators included: W.J. Renger and I. van 
                                                 
2 http://www.ippo.nl/ 
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der Brug tasked with planning and finances; A. Oostdijk and S. Alkemade tasked with 
programming the first Moodbot version 1.0; S. Pokorny tasked with programming the 
first Moodbot version 2.0; M. Ekkelenkamp tasked with the game art; W. Giebels tasked 
with the animation; R. van Tol and Y. Song tasked with the sound design and music 
composition. During the project, there were also multiple student interns that contributed 
part-time to the project by game art, programming, animation, and game design.  
 
At different moments during the project, the game design was handled by a team of junior 
game designers managed by the author. D. Ibanez (freelancer) and T. Bosje (game design 
lecturer) were tasked with game design during a period of time that the author was inca-
pacitated due to health issues. At other times during the project, the author was assisted 
by game design interns. L. van Roessel also assisted the author’s design research by gath-
ering feedback during play-tests and co-authoring papers.  
 
During the project, the key co-designers included T. van Wel, Mieke van Boxtel, and 
Jeanette Schermers from Altrecht. And supported by Altrecht department managers F. 
Marquenie and J. van Nesselrooij. While R. Visscher and M. van Woudenberg managed 
the Moodbot project for Altrecht.  
 
Patients from Altrecht contributed to the project by participating in play-tests. Patients 
were selected based on their willingness to participate and a diagnosis, i.e. depression, 
schizophrenia, psychosis, etc. Play-tests were always supervised and coordinated with 
key co-designers. In most cases, patients participated in controlled group play-test ses-
sions, with the exception of one remote play-test session the occurred over the course of 
two weeks. Results in the form of player feedback and observations from game designers 
during play-tests helped to shape the game and interaction design. Furthermore, these 
results also provided feedback that was used to choose the visual and sound design. Co-
designers also used the results to test the design assumptions and keeping the game as a 
useful tool for psychiatry.  
 
The design of Moodbot used an iterative design process; defined by repeated cycles of 
ideation, creation, and evaluation. A typical cycle of iteration ended with feedback gath-
ered during the process included observations and interviews with the target audience 
after play-testing the game. Healthcare professionals and patients from Altrecht’s 
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Roosenburg and ABC provided the valuable feedback and suggestions used to inform 
design decisions. Prototypes and versions of the game were also tested frequently with 
the internal HKU design and development team, making much quicker sub-iterative cy-
cles. The tests roughly took place once every two weeks and were less formal than the 
tests with the target audience. Through internal and external play-testing the behavioural 
effects of specific game mechanics could be tested, i.e. do the mechanics encourage the 
right gameplay in terms of player social communication and interaction? And does it 
stimulate them to report their moods? 
 
The practice-led research method has many similarities to ‘constructive design research’ 
(Koskinen et al. 2011), which refers to design research in which a product, system, space, 
or media takes centre place and becomes the key means in constructing knowledge. Ac-
cording to Koskinen, et al., the method includes the designer’s attitude towards the role 
of a designer responsible for producing visions of better futures and makes those futures 
happen. The design/researcher, therefore, does not try to analyse the material world, nor 
do they see design as an exercise in rational problem-solving. Rather, they imagine new 
realities and build them to see whether they work. The main criterion for successful work 
is whether it is imaginative in design terms. The designer must also support his imagina-
tion and research with methodical work rather than a mental activity. For example, ‘me-
thodical work’ can consist of paper-based prototypes, play-tests, user-tests, mock-ups, 
storyboards, collages, flowcharts, etc.  
 
The method concludes that the designer is responsible for creating a hypothetical design 
supported by an act such as creating a prototype. Prototypes are in themselves generators 
of knowledge in substantiating hypotheses from contributing disciplines, and communi-
cating principles, facts, and considerations between disciplines. A prototype of this 
method represents the design practice embodied and goes beyond theory. For this reason, 
design prototypes are tests of design, and not just theory. There must also be a 
consideration of multidisciplinary working and how designers interact with collaborating 
co-designers. As in the case of Moodbot, collaboration included working with psychia-
trists, nurses, clinic managers, and patients. The further collaboration included working 
with an internal game development team consisting of a researcher, junior game design-
ers, game programmers, game graphics artists, game animators, a sound designer, and 
music composers. The process must also be considered, for example, the iterative design 
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method of research, which is better described by Zimmerman (2003) who describes it as 
a cyclic process of prototyping, testing, analysing and refining a work in progress.  
3.2.3. ARTEFACT- MOODBOT 
The aim of the game design was to invent a game that offered players a meaningful game-
play experience and allowed healthcare workers and patients to monitor data from the 
game. To this end, the game Moodbot (see figure 5) was conceived. In the final version 
of Moodbot, every player owns one room in a large ship. Players progress in the game by 
collaboratively making the ship move towards the end goal. Players move the ship by 
collecting action points by performing actions, which they can earn in their own rooms 
(see figure 5) and in other players’ rooms. Within his/her own room, a player expresses 
their feelings by customising their moodbot’s (a small robot) features to express mood 
and feeling and setting their mood-journal (alert schema) by adjusting five sliders con-
nected to a patient's personal signs. The mood-journal is set up with the help of a 
healthcare worker so that a patient is able to indicate per slider his/her current level of 
tiredness, fear or aggression.   
 
Figure 5: Screenshot of a player’s personal room, which acts as the main hub for 
player activities.  
 
Players are encouraged to visit each other’s rooms. When they see a moodbot customised 
in such a way as to suggest negative feelings they are able to leave behind advice or tips. 
The points that players earn go towards moving the communities' ship toward the end 
location on a map. Upon reaching the end of the map the community can expect a reward, 
which is a predetermined real-world reward. For example, the community may agree 
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upon sharing a cake during a group therapy session. The gameplay experience of the game 
depends on the community and depends on the contact and interactions with fellow play-
ers and healthcare workers. 
 
Communication between a patient and his/her supervising healthcare worker or therapist 
about a patient's mental state is important for the patient’s path towards recovery. A pa-
tient’s condition deteriorates gradually and does not change from one moment to the next. 
Various signs appear beforehand and indicate whether someone is likely to have a relapse. 
However, these signs differ from person to person. The signs can range from someone 
being easily irritated, to drinking a lot of coffee, to vacuum cleaning. Patients create and 
use 'alert schemes' to keep track of these signs, and when kept track of carefully they can 
prevent incidents. Currently healthcare organisations like Altrecht store these alert 
schemes as electronic medical records. A therapist can then access these during weekly 
talks with the patient. The main aim of Moodbot is to change the alert schemes from 
passive documents tucked away in electronic medical records to a more user-friendly in-
teractive tool that enables clients to have a greater say in their treatment and to allow them 
to monitor their own mood. While the patients share their current mood and status in a 
cooperative game with their peers, the healthcare professionals can monitor them at a 
glance by using a backend patient management system for an overview. The intended 
impact on patients is to improve the quality of care by allowing patients to gain greater 
control of their lives and recovery process. While healthcare workers experience a de-
crease in workload and increase job satisfaction. 
3.2.4. DESIGN PROCESS - MOODBOT 
There can be some ambiguity when discussing game design and development processes. 
The approach to this practice-led research makes a distinction between ‘game develop-
ment process’ and ‘game design process’. The purpose of creating this distinction is to 
isolate game design practice from the other game development disciplines (e.g. program-
mer, game artist, sound designer, etc.). Game development is a collaborative process of 
game art, animation, programming, management, audio design, and game design, with 
the overall aim of creating a video game (Bethke 2003). A typical entertainment devel-
opment team includes a project manager, game designers, programmers, game artists, and 
developers of specialised media such as audio and quality assurance (Fullerton et al. 
2004). The applied game development process makes use of additional co-designers, such 
as subject-matter experts, a patron (or client), transfer (e.g. pedagogic or didactic) expert 
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(Roessel and Mastrigt 2011; Keetels 2012), player-contact experts and deployment ex-
perts. These additional collaborators make more challenging (Roessel and Mastrigt 2011) 
for the game designer.  
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Figure 6: The game design process including three phases and the iterative cycle. 
 
The game design process consists of coordinating and evolving the design of a game 
(Bateman and Boon 2006; Salen and Zimmerman 2003) by the act of making decisions 
that shape the game-play experience through rules and systems (Schell 2008; Hunicke et 
al. 2004). The process of designing games is comparable to processes found in other de-
sign fields (e.g. graphic design, architecture, interaction design, user experience design, 
product design, etc.), which are typically broken down into phases or described as cycles 
of iteration. From previously conducted research and a relative publication (Hrehovcsik 
2011) cited by Roessel and Mastrigt (Roessel and Mastrigt 2011, pg. 4) two simultaneous 
processes are described in my general model of the game creation process. In figure 6 a 
visual summary amended and updated from Hrehovcsik (2011) demonstrates a process 
with design phases and the goal of that phase (e.g. concept phase) and the process of 
cycles related to the designer’s activities during a design phase. 
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Figure 7: The game design process is defined by three phases (Roessel and 
Mastrigt 2011). 
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The process defined by ‘phases’ (see figure 7) represents a roadmap to design milestones. 
It resembles the game development process, also defined by a number of phases or stages, 
but the difference being the relationship to the game designer. The game design process 
is defined as having a: Concept Phase, where the basic elements of the game are deter-
mined and finally selected; Elaboration Phase, where the game design expands as more 
elements of the game are described; Tuning Phase, where the game design begins to con-
tract as the tuning of the design takes place (Bateman and Boon 2005; Adams and Rol-
lings 2007).  
 
While the typical game design process begins with the concept phase. The applied game 
design process begins with an additional exploratory research phase (Keetels, 2012; Mi-
cah Hrehovcsik CDP lecture 6-12-2012, 2012) used to help define the needs of the ap-
plied game design, which includes determining the game’s purpose, delivery method, en-
tertainment factor, target audience, and audience environmental factors. At this point, the 
game designer must begin his interaction with the additional co-designers (i.e. subject 
matter expert, patron, etc.). 
 
Figure 8: The iterative game design process defined by ideating, creating and evaluating. 
 
The process defined by ‘iterative cycles’ (see figure 8) represents the designer’s activities 
to refine and continuously adjust the design during the previously described ‘phase’ pro-
cess. Iterative design allows the designer to circumvent the complexity of designing a 
game, which is too difficult to define perfectly from the beginning (Costikyan 1994). 
Even if design is observed as an interwoven process of thought and action, the iterative 
Creating
Ideating
Evaluating
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nature of design is well-known to other design disciplines (Lawson 2006; Gänshirt 2007), 
i.e. architecture, user-experience design, product design, engineering, etc. For example, 
Gänshirt (2007) explains this cycle as a metaphor for the designer’s activities of reflect-
ing, perception and expression through seeing, doing and thinking. While there are many 
iterative cycle models (Zimmerman 2003; Fullerton et al. 2004; Gänshirt 2007), each 
name the activities in the cycle differently. Figure 8 summarises these for the purpose of 
this research, resulting in the iterative design process defined as a cycle of ideating, cre-
ating and evaluating.  
 
Ideating would include design activities concerned with creating new ideas, solving de-
sign problems, and contemplating possible design iterations based on test results. Creat-
ing would include design activities concerned with implementing results from generation 
into a working, tangible, experiential or communicable form. Evaluating would include 
design activities concerned with critiquing, analysing or testing the results from 
formalisation. 
 
Both entertainment and applied game design use feedback from play-tests with players to 
ensure the game’s success, which forms a key component of the iterative process. How-
ever, applied game design can include more than one target audience, i.e. players, subject 
matter experts, player-contact experts, etc. A game designer must then include in his game 
design process new forms of play-testing, such as design reviews with co-designers 
(Keetels 2012; Hrehovcsik, 2012). The game designer must also be prepared to play-test 
with different audiences, where one audience is the player and the other is an operator or 
trainer. Furthermore, there is also the possibility that the game designer will need to play-
test during moments that also require the need to collect data towards validating the 
game’s effectiveness.  
3.2.5. DESIGN EVIDENCE- MOODBOT 
What is meant by design evidence is any kind of record of activity done by the game 
designer related to the state of a game’s design. The output of a game designer is not the 
final game, because that is the result of collaboration with the development team. A game 
designer’s output is often limited to different forms of documentation or a set of activities 
that collect information. Not all game designers approach game design the same, but there 
is usually a trail of activities which provide the practicing researcher evidence of design. 
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In the following section, several game design tools are described and their use during the 
design of Moodbot. 
 Scope Model 
The AGD (Applied Game Design) Scope Model is a design activity that has proven effec-
tive in previous projects and used to create the design parameters for Moodbot. The AGD 
Scope Model is typically created at the beginning of a project when the game designer 
undergoes a process to analyse the design parameters. The framework asks the game de-
signer simple questions of who, where, when, how, why and what; these, in turn, provide 
clues to the kind of needs expected from the design. Using these questions helps to create 
a quick-scan analysis of the context, content, and transfer of expectations placed on the 
game. The scope model automatically implies that domain experts are involved from the 
beginning of the design process since they are needed to answer the questions in the anal-
ysis. Using the scope model to become familiar with the domain provides guidelines that 
help the designer from becoming distracted from designing the game as the expectations 
and applied objectives add up. The AGD framework provides the creative space to ex-
plore possible alternative directions for the game’s design, instead of preselecting a game 
genre or fulfilling a list of requirements (Stubbé et al. 2014) (Hrehovcsik 2014) (Hre-
hovcsik 2014).  
 
The following was the original Scope Model for Moodbot (see Appendix C) with the 
design parameters decided upon with co-designers during several meetings. During the 
course of the project, it was necessary to change the design parameters as expectations 
changed. The first part of the quick analysis examines the co-designers’ purpose and goals 
for players:  
• Positive feedback and empowerment 
• Insight into previous states of being 
• Lifestyle choices 
• Avoid fast movements, actions, and audio 
• Conscious about sociability and conflicts 
And then additional purpose and goals for healthcare workers: 
• Updated on patients (e.g. social behaviours, activities, fear, aggression, per-
ceptions) 
• Patients critical signals 
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The second part of the analysis considers the game’s target audience or players to deter-
mine their target audience’s preferences or limitations:  
• Player: Altrecht Patients 
• Ages: 15-25 
• Abilities: varied (e.g. possible impaired fine motor skills “shaking”, im-
paired perception, impaired motivation) 
The analysis of the target audience also considers peripheral audiences or users that either 
supports the player or use the game as a tool for the primary purpose.  
• User: Altrecht Healthcare Worker 
• Optional User: Patient’s Friends or Family 
• Ages: 25-60 
The analysis of the target audience includes the location or environment that the game 
will be played. Taking this parameter into consideration helps anticipate issues concern-
ing access to the game.  
• Technology: iPad or iPhone 
• Location: Clinic, Home, In Transit (e.g. bus, train, etc.) 
Also, included in the target audience analysis is the estimation of the amount of time a 
player has and needs to reach the applied purpose of the game.  
• Duration: 1 month-1 year 
• Session Time: 15-20 min.  
The final part of the analysis lists features that are required in order to achieve the applied 
purpose of the game. These features often represent aspects of the game related to real-
world activities for the players: 
• Avoid fast movements, actions, and audio 
• Positive feedback and empowerment 
• Lifestyle choices 
• Insight into previous states of being 
• Conscious about sociability and conflicts 
And tools that directly relate to the user: 
• Client update (e.g. social behaviours, activities, fear, aggression, percep-
tions, etc.) 
• Critical Signals 
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Paper-Based Prototypes 
In game design, paper-based prototyping means creating a rough working version of the 
game system. The goal of a prototype is to a have a crude model to allow the designer to 
wrap his/her brain around the game mechanics and sees how they function (Fullerton et 
al. 2004). Using paper-based prototyping to design applied games offers advantages such 
as quicker cycles of iterations, play-testing earlier in the development process, and co-
designer accessibility to the game system (Stubbé et al. 2014).  
 
During this research paper-based prototyping was used to explore different aspects of the 
design. For example, a prototype (see Appendix V) was used to test the design assumption 
of the game’s ability to actively engage players for a month. Another, use (see Appendix 
W) explored game mechanics that focused on the players’ progression through the game.  
 
Paper-based prototyping was also used during the concept phase to replace the practice 
of creating rough outlines and high-level documentation to communicate a game idea. 
Approaching the concept phase in this manner was an experiment in managing the junior 
game designers who were then expected to deliver paper-based prototypes in place of 
high-level documentation. The results from this approach encouraged the junior game 
designers to produce working game systems (see Appendix F, Appendix G, and Appendix 
H).  
 
Additionally, hybrid prototypes that combine digital elements and physical elements were 
used to take advantage of simple digital tools to emulate aspects of the social mechanics 
into the system game system. For example, a hybrid prototype used to test the social me-
chanics combined Google Sites3 blogging functions and embedded Google Doc4, Google 
Sheets5, and Google Forms6.  
Design Documentation 
The designer uses a game design document to make the design tangible. A game design 
document is more than written text; it also includes flowcharts (see figure 9), mock-ups 
(see figure 10), wireframes (see figure 11), design analyses and payoff matrices. In this 
way, the development team or even the co-designers have the means to evaluate the 
                                                 
3 https://www.google.com/work/apps/business/products/sites/ 
4 https://www.google.com/work/apps/business/products/docs/ 
5 https://www.google.com/work/apps/business/products/sheets/ 
6 https://www.google.com/work/apps/business/products/forms/ 
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design intentions. The game design documentation follows the structure provided by the 
Game Concept and Design Document Template (Hrehovcsik, 2004). The template struc-
tures the information and determines the appropriate locations for flowcharts, mockups, 
wireframes, design analyses and payoff matrices. Flowcharts are diagrams used to 
demonstrate process and relationships and used to document the game system and game 
architecture. Figure 9 demonstrates the flowchart created to document the game system 
for Moodbot and documents the player’s relationship to game activities as well as to other 
player and healthcare workers. Wireframes (see figure 10) are primarily used to position 
interactive elements on the screen. Figure 10 not only shows interactive elements and 
their position but some visual experimentation for the game artists. Some of these ele-
ments can still be found in the final version of the game, e.g. the hotwire that allows 
players to skip their reports. Figure 11 (right) also demonstrates wireframes used to com-
municate ideas about the backend tool meant for healthcare workers to monitor patients 
playing the game. Mock-ups are used as game design documentation to explain complex 
issues that concern the game design, game art, and programmed behaviours. Figure 11 
(left) visualizes the competitive race element from the early paper-based prototype (see 
Appendix M ), which was eventually removed.  
 
Figure 9: Flowchart that documents the game system taken from game design 
document version 2. 
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Figure 10: Wireframe concept of the mood-journal. 
 
 
Figure 11: (right) race progress indicator (left) wireframe of backend infor-
mation. 
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During the design process, the design documentation (Appendix N and Appendix O) was 
created at the end of the elaboration phase when fewer changes to the design would be 
needed and the design had already been play-tested. After play-tests, the game design 
documentation would be updated. The game design documentation for Moodbot version 
1.0 (see Appendix N and Appendix O) was created and kept online as a shared document, 
while game design documentation for Moodbot version 2.0 (see Appendix AM) was kept 
as an unshared document.  
Play-Testing 
Play-testing is an extremely important design activity, which involves selection, recruit-
ing, preparation, controls, and analysis. A play-test may range from informal and quali-
tative to structured and quantitative (Fullerton et al. 2004). Play-testing is something the 
game designer performs throughout the entire design process to gain an insight into how 
players experience the game. The primary objective of entertainment play-testing, how-
ever, is to gain useful feedback from players to improve the game-play experience (Fuller-
ton et al. 2004), while play-tests for applied games must additionally test a games ability 
to fit the context, content, and transfer. 
 
During the project, play-testing was usually a team effort, where the role of the game 
designer was to facilitate and guide the play-test process. A game researcher also attended 
play-tests in order to make notes based on observations. Video recordings, audio record-
ing, and photos would have been preferable than handwritten notes, but it was agreed 
beforehand that these were not to be used in order to protect patient’s privacy. However, 
during the later phases of development questionnaires (see Appendix P) were used.  
 
A typical play-test during this project started with planning (see Appendix Z), which de-
termined the play-test objectives, test-group, and agenda. Setting the objectives include 
looking specifically at a certain aspect of a game system, the game-play experience, or 
usability. During the project three test-groups were used: one test-group was internal, i.e. 
consisted of game developers (game designers, game artists, programmers, and game re-
searchers) from the HKU Innovation Studio; another test-group consisted of co-designers 
(healthcare workers from Altrecht); the last test-group consisted of the target audience 
(patients from different Altrecht faculties). 
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A typical play-test agenda started with an introduction to the project including a reminder 
that participants could stop their participation at any time. Then an introduction of the 
game would be provided. The level of detail depended on the current game state and play-
test objectives. Players were then allowed play, during which a game designer and game 
researcher would be observing player actions. Lastly, the game researchers would con-
duct group and individual interviews.  
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4. MOODBOT 
In the Moodbot section of this exegesis, the focus is on the applied game designer’s pro-
cess, the design activities during the process and the design thinking behind the artefact. 
This is not the same as a focus on the development process, which would describe the 
realities of building a game with computer technology, the visual design, or the research 
to determine the game’s impact on the game commissioner's organisation and patients. 
The aim is to examine the thinking behind the different design results of Moodbot as it 
evolved through the phases. The design journey (see figure 12) of Moodbot is given struc-
ture by first determining the phase (e.g. concept, elaboration, tuning). The phases are di-
vided into design results which report cycles of ideating, creating, and evaluating. These 
results also include design evidence, or specific game design tools used to aid or inform 
the designer.  
Tuning
Elaboration
Concept
Exploration
Design Results- 0
Design Results- 1 Design Results- 2
Design Results- 4 Design Results- 5Design Results- 3
Design Results- 6
Design Results- 7
Design Results- 8
Design Results- 9
Design Results- 10
Design Results- 11
 
Figure 12: Map of design results through the phases. 
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The design process began with an exploratory research phase. During this phase, collab-
oration with subject-matter experts (e.g. psychiatrists) helped determine the design pa-
rameters, i.e. the game’s purpose, delivery method, entertainment factor, target audience, 
and environmental factors. During this exploratory phase of three months, Moodbot be-
gan as a playful non-verbal intervention, which was play-tested by young adults with 
psychosis from Altrecht’s ABC clinic. After the exploratory research, Moodbot entered a 
concept phase for 3 months characterised by the creation of several paper-based proto-
types. The first digital version of the game was built after six cycles of iteration (see figure 
12) the design of the game was determined promising enough when it was playable and 
had been play-tested by healthcare workers and target audience. 
 
However, after several unstable digital versions of Moodbot complete with game break-
ing bugs, the design of Moodbot came under critique for missing deadlines and negative 
feedback from the playtests. After twelve months Moodbot was then redesigned and de-
veloped from scratch during a phase that should have been focusing on tuning the design. 
The new design, which focused on the core elements, was built within two months. This 
overhaul would become the final design for the game known as Moodbot (see Appendix 
AR).  
4.1. EXPLORATORY PHASE 
The exploratory phase is unique to applied games since entertainment games do not re-
quire an extensive period of analysing a domain’s issues and convincing commissioners 
the value of using games in their domain. One aspect of the exploratory phase is about 
understanding the potential of applying a game to a problem in the domain, with the final 
objective to articulate a question answered by a game. The other aspect of the exploratory 
phase is about educating the game’s commissioner about co-design, which requires them 
to become familiar with games and game development jargon. Also, during this phase, 
the objective is to build up confidence about the potential benefits of games applied to a 
relevant problem and the success of completing such a project.  
DESIGN RESULTS- 0 
Before the first design cycle could begin it was necessary to demonstrate the usefulness 
of games in creating behaviour that could be compared to the desired behaviour observed 
during therapy. To demonstrate the possibilities, commercial games are used and adjusted 
to create enthusiasm with potential commissioners and co-designers. Initially, W.J. 
Renger (HKU innovation studio director) and T. van Wel (Altrecht psychologist and 
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researcher) used games like Werewolves7 with psychiatric patients as a therapeutic inter-
vention. From this initial play-test, Renger and Van Wal found that games helped to fa-
cilitate communication during group therapy where it cost patients more effort to com-
municate their emotional state. Additionally, the game engaged the patients and created 
higher motivation for the therapy session. Based on the enthusiasm from patients and 
healthcare workers from the play-test.  
 
The aim of the first design cycle was to create a tool that could re-create aspects of the 
behaviour from the initial play-test with the game Werewolves. While commercial games 
have the ability to create certain desirable effects besides entertainment, they are often 
not effective tools when considered for everyday use. For example, it may cost more time 
than a healthcare worker may have for a single therapy session. Renger, along with the 
game company Monkeybizniz8, created a playful paper-based intervention (see Appendix 
A). Figure 13 is part of the paper-based intervention that could be printed out and used to 
have a patient to discuss their mood. In the middle is the player’s moodbot, while the 
elements on the left and right are used by patients to customize their Moodbot based on 
their current emotional well-being. Results from playtests with patients and healthcare 
workers showed enough potential for Altrecht and HKU University of the Arts Utrecht to 
start a formal research project.  
 
Figure 13: Playful intervention with a moodbot sheet and cards for customization.   
 
  
                                                 
7 http://lesloupsgarous.free.fr/ 
8 http://www.monkeybizniz.com/ 
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4.2. CONCEPT PHASE 
The concept phase is the time allowed to determine the elements that form the foundation 
of the entire game design (Bateman and Boon 2005; Adams and Rollings 2007). During 
this phase, it is ideal to explore several possible concepts while keeping in mind that the 
objective is to finally select a single concept, which shows the potential of being the basis 
for the design intentions for a meaningful game-play experience. 
 
Based on previous experiences, a typical concept phase would include sessions of idea-
tion (e.g. brainstorming) for developing a multitude of preliminary high-level concepts 
through brainstorming activities. These would be briefly written or presented ideas for a 
game’s core game-play, progressive game-play, and game-play experience. Inspired by 
Gänshirt’s (2007) “systematic production of several alternatives” an experimental ap-
proach to use paper-based prototypes as the primary way of expressing game concepts 
instead of high-level concepts. The results from the exploratory phase supported the cho-
sen experimental approach by hinting at possible interesting features for the game’s de-
sign. 
DESIGN RESULTS- 1 
In this design cycle, the aim was to iterate on the previous results. The intention of the 
paper prototype (see Appendix B) was the first attempt to iterate on the ideas from the 
exploration phase. The main design objective was to explore how the ideas from the pre-
vious design cycle could be transformed into a game, which meant designing a game 
system around the customization mechanic that patients used to express their emotional 
state. The design was developed into something between a mock-up and paper-based pro-
totype. The design did not go through an evaluation (e.g. play-test). Figure 14 demon-
strates the elements from the mock-up and paper-based prototype. The moodbot is found 
centre-left, while the elements on the right can be cut out, providing the players with a 
way to customize their moodbot. The customization cards include numbers that range -1 
to +1 representing the first efforts to give the game formal structure of rules.  
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Figure 14: Elements from the first paper prototype attempt. 
 
DESIGN RESULTS- 2 
The paper prototype (see Appendix D) is the result of meeting with subject matter experts 
(a nurse and a psychiatrist) from Altrecht. A freelancer, an intern, and an HKU game 
design teacher formed a team of junior designers (see acknowledgements) were assigned 
the task of developing game design concepts that focused on connecting players by hav-
ing them play together and allowing them to communicate their state-of-mind as part of 
the game-play.  
 
The task of a senior game designer is to direct the design team and keep an overview of 
the features implemented in the game prototypes. Working with a small team of game 
designers can be challenging, especially in the applied game context. In this case, the 
junior game designers placed emphasis on creating the game-play experience without 
considering the applied purpose.  Design decisions made in a team is often a series of 
discussions, in which designers present ideas and build argumentation for one possibility 
or the other. It is difficult, without the proper frame of reference, to foresee how a design 
decision will be accepted by co-designers.  
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As a game design researcher, this period provided a chance for reflection and gathering 
information. As the senior game designer, this period provided the time needed to work 
in close cooperation with the design team and manage the design decisions. Through this 
process, the game was developed as a paper-based game and internally play-tested by the 
design team. When the design was deemed playable it was eventually play-tested during 
a co-design session with subject matter experts. The results (see Appendix E) from the 
play-test indicated that the game allowed for too much opportunistic behaviour from play-
ers, missed the connection to their current work methods, and identified an issue with 
using words that could have multiple interpretations.  
DESIGN RESULTS- 3 
The following paper prototype (see Appendix F) is one of the results from working to-
gether with a team of junior game designers. Unlike the approach to the previous proto-
type (see Appendix D) which allowed the junior game designers complete autonomy to 
propose a game system. They were now directed to develop ideas within the design space 
set by the Scope Model (see Appendic C). The paper prototype (see Appendix F) aimed 
to add a game system around the core feature of the player reporting his/her current state 
of mind (i.e. happiness, concentration, energy, etc.). Based on the player sharing their 
current state of mind, the player earned resources that allowed them to explore hidden 
areas and/or build on areas already explored. The object of this game was to reach the end 
of the level by finding a route to the end position. The game was developed into a paper 
prototype which was play-tested internally at HKU Innovation Studio by four members 
of the development team over the course of a week. The documentation in Appendix F 
describes the rules for playing the game and how the game was placed a wall for the 
purpose of being visible to the play-testers that walked by the game each day.  
DESIGN RESULTS- 4 
A concept document (see Appendix G) records the result of collaborating with HKU game 
designer and lecturer T. Bosje. The designer was encouraged to pursue his own ideas 
within the guidance of the previously described Scope Model. From this design, ideas 
about how players could set goals and progress through the game were explored. 
 
The concept document (see Appendix G) explored roles, such as the possibility of a pa-
tient’s role reversal with the healthcare worker and the role of the healthcare worker as 
supervisor-player.  The game was developed into a paper prototype which was first play-
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tested internally by the design team, which included three game designers, a game artist, 
and a game researcher. Eventually, the paper-based prototype was play-tested by two co-
designers from Altrecht, which resulted in several points of critical feedback on the 
game’s design. One issue concerned the relationship between behaviour signals and goals 
was not correctly interpreted. Another issue was the way healthcare workers would need 
to communicate through the game with the clients, which was seen as being difficult and 
would add to their “already busy workload”.  
DESIGN RESULTS- 5 
This concept documentation (see Appendix H) is the second result of collaborating with 
T. Bosje, game designer and HKU lecturer. The direction of the second prototype was to 
explore a set of game mechanics that focused on allowing player expression and puzzle-
like game mechanics. The concept documentation (see Appendix H) contains a quick 
explanation of the game rules and a printout of the rooms that could be arranged to create 
a puzzle. The prototype explored the supervising healthcare worker’s control over patient-
player therapeutic goals and the feedback concerned with treatment progression. The de-
sign also explored different forms of communication (see figure 15) that would allow the 
patient-player to report their current state of mind. Figure 15 demonstrates the first design 
decisions, which included the idea of expression through a moodbot’s posture (right) and 
expression through images (left). Like the previous prototype, it was first play-tested in-
ternally by the design team, which included three game designers, a game artist, and a 
game researcher. The co-designers from Altrecht saw the visuals as an improvement over 
the use of words used in the last paper prototype (see Appendix B) and were positive 
about the separate puzzle pieces that allowed the player to customize it on a daily basis.  
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Figure 15: (right) Random images for expressing feelings and (left) the moodbot 
images used to express posture. 
DESIGN RESULTS- 6 
The paper prototype (see Appendix I) in this section represents the efforts of the author 
as lead game designer with a team of game designers composed of T. Bosje, W. Ver-
boven, and D. Ibanez. The aim of the following prototype was to salvage and assemble 
the best features from the previous prototypes into a single paper-based prototype (see 
figure 16). Based on previous feedback from play-testing earlier prototypes (see Appen-
dix F, Appendix G, and Appendix H) and using the AGD Scope Model for guidance, a 
single new prototype was created.  
 
The prototype’s design (see Appendix I) can be characterized by players first needing to 
report their behaviour by signal meters. After this, players are allowed to move to a room 
where the player can customize their room with images for expressing feeling and 
moodbots that expressed their current mood. To move to other rooms the player can rotate 
their room to connect openings, which is an additional puzzle mechanic that gave players 
a goal within the game. When the player completed opening all the rooms their ship could 
move forward. The ship’s movement represented the player moving towards a personal 
goal set by the player. For example, a personal goal could be waking up at a certain time 
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each morning. Additionally, moodchips or small positive messages were added to the 
design to allow players to support each other. Furthermore, the aspects the game were 
highlighted to provide co-designers with a rough idea of the information that would be 
available to them through an eventual back-end tool. The resulting prototype had many 
features that can be found in the final Moodbot version 2.12 (see Appendix AR). 
 
Once the paper prototype (see Appendix I) was considered playable it was play-tested 
during three separate sessions (see Appendix J, Appendix K and Appendix L) by four co-
designers and four players from the target audience to determine if the content, context 
and player experts recognised a therapeutic value in the game. Figure 16 shows the paper-
based prototype laid on several tables, where each grid of papers represents a single 
player’s perspective. Three of these perspectives were set up to allow a multi-player ex-
perience during the play-test. Results from the play-tests indicated difficulty with the 
placement of the signals and their meanings, which would need to be addressed in the 
following design iteration. A point of contention developed around the mood-chips when 
players indicated they would prefer a chat function. However, based on literature and 
familiarity with online social games the possibility of a chat function was blocked after a 
discussion about this with co-designers. From the play-test players expressed their feel-
ings about healthcare workers having access to their game sessions. According to one 
player, "I may not actually raise the alarm myself and I think it's fine if a healthcare 
worker looks in my room and sees that I feel bad, and then comes to me."9  
                                                 
9 Quote was taken from DesignState_6_Playtest.pdf and has translated from Dutch the original 
language. 
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Figure 16: Photo taken during co-design play-test of a paper-based prototype. 
 
4.3. ELABORATION PHASE 
The elaboration phase is the time allowed for the design to expand on the basic ideas of 
the game, which means the concept of the game must become concrete enough to develop 
into a digital game. During this phase, the designer will add to the design, make it more 
detailed and refine design decisions through play-testing and prototyping (Adams and 
Rollings 2007). The main objective of the elaboration phase is to have a design worked 
out as a paper-based prototype and create the game design documentation. 
 
The elaboration phase was unique in my experience, because of the previously mentioned 
experimentation that used multiple paper-based prototypes to explore possible game con-
cepts. The advantages of this experiment provided playable game systems play-tested 
internally or with our co-designers. Allowing the next iteration to select features based 
on working mechanics with the most promising game-play experience and with the strong 
links to the applied content, context and transfer.  
DESIGN RESULTS- 7 
The design state in this section is the result of changes made to: fix the core player activity 
by making it less complex; make the game sessions shorter; offer players incentives for 
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returning to game sessions for longer periods of time; establish the social dynamics. The 
design was developed into a paper prototype (see Appendix M), three digital prototypes 
(see Appendix Q, Appendix R, and Appendix S), and a hybrid digital prototype (see Ap-
pendix T). Furthermore, a prototype was developed by the game artist and game program-
mers to explore the game's art style and the technology base.  
 
The prototype that was created during this iteration aimed to address issues and feedback 
from the previous design state. Changes to the design included the removal of the rotating 
rooms and the puzzle game element. The removal also meant that the player wouldn’t 
need to move from room to room. The reason for this was to decrease the complexity of 
the game. It was also decided that the meaning and signal label would be customizable 
with an agreed upon label decided by the patient and their healthcare worker. A compet-
itive game mechanic was added that would take two teams of players and have them race 
by collecting points which were earned after reporting and customizing their rooms. The 
additional competitive elements were suggested by co-designers that felt competition 
would motivate patients. Another element of the prototype allowed players to challenge 
other players with therapeutic challenges.  
 
The prototype for this design state had two playtests (see Appendix U and Appendix V). 
One was internal the other was with the target audience. The goal of the two playtests 
was to determine the level of playability of the game and to determine if the target audi-
ence could relate to the content. The internal play-test consisted of five HKU co-workers 
divided into two teams to play against each other over three days. The co-design play-test 
included four healthcare workers and three patients in a session that lasted about two 
hours. Feedback from the play-test eventually questioned how players would be assigned 
a team and the duration of the assigned teams. It was also requested that players be able 
to create their own personal goals. Lastly, players agreed that a more cooperative element 
could be added to the game. For example, one tester mentioned that they would feel bad 
for the other team losing.  
DESIGN RESULTS- 8 
The design state in this section represented a feature freeze on the core game design and 
the design for new progression mechanics to replace the competitive elements found in 
the previous design state. A paper prototype (see Appendix W) and a playable digital 
prototype (see Appendix Y and Appendix AA) were developed. The paper-based 
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prototype was created to communicate the design for the new cooperative progressive 
mechanics. The digital prototype was developed through the efforts of the development 
team with the aim to have the game’s features working in the most simple and functional 
way possible. These kinds of digital prototypes lack interaction design and visual design 
and offer only a digital proof of concept.  
 
The design state at this point now consisted of player’s having a personal room within a 
‘ship’ with other players. In the player’s room, a player is able to report their mood by 
adjusting the signal meters, customize their moodbot’s facial expression and posture, and 
customize the moodtube with an expressive image. Players could also visit each other’s 
rooms where they could leave moodchips. All the action (e.g. signal meters, moodchips, 
moodtube and moodbot customization) players could take were rewarded with points re-
ferred to in-game as dust bunnies. Points collected could be spent to take actions on the 
players’ ship, e.g. to move it forward and change its direction. The player’s goal was to 
cooperate with their fellow players to move their ship around the Moodbot world collect-
ing objects that indicate their progress in the game. In terms of the design state, it had not 
yet been determined how players would be allowed to define their personal goals and how 
these would tie into the game system. Figure 17 demonstrates how several features were 
already in place at this early stage despite the quality of the game graphics.  
 
Figure 17: (top left) screenshot of a moodtube (bottom left) screenshot of visiting 
another player’s room (right) screenshot of the moodbot customization. 
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The play-test (see Appendix X) included two healthcare workers and two patients from 
Altrecht’s forensic ward. Introducing Moodbot as a 'game' created the wrong expectations 
from play-testers. One patient commented, “I don’t see my therapy as a game.” However, 
after playing the game, the same patient later had positive comments about the therapeutic 
feature of feeling being expressed through the moodbot and moodchips.  
4.4. TUNING PHASE 
The tuning phase begins when the design is ‘frozen’, or when it has been decided that no 
new features are to be added (Adams and Rollings 2007). The game design decisions 
during the tuning phase focus on the user-interaction, and on how to make the game sys-
tem accessible to the player. The primary objective of this phase is to refine and polish 
the game into the final game artefact. The game development process eventually produced 
thirty versions of the game. During this phase, design play-testing focused on game-play 
issues, usability issues, and problem-solving game design mechanics, which resulted in 
many micro-iterations. The development team evaluated each version for coding issues 
(i.e. bugs), audio issues, and graphical issues. The iterations reported here only include 
those that ended with play-tests with the target audience.   
DESIGN RESULTS- 9 
Fewer design decisions were made to the game system after the digital Moodbot version 
1.1.3. (see Appendix AC). The aim was to create an intuitive usability experience and test 
for a meaningful game-play experience that could be independently tested over long pe-
riods of time by the target audience. The game development cycle of planning, building, 
and testing started with Moodbot version 1.1.2. (see Appendix AA) and ended with ver-
sion 1.30 (see Appendix AJ). During the development process many small changes and 
improvements were made to the interaction and game design states. For example, in the 
digital version 1.12 (see Appendix AD) the progressive mechanic of working together 
with other players to explore the Moodbot world was not yet implemented. In the digital 
version 1.24 (see Appendix AG) attention was given to the interface elements and inter-
action, such as steering the ship and creating a stable connection to the online database. 
The digital version 1.27 (see Appendix AH) had many issues like the ship navigation 
(movement and steering) no longer functioned and the game was plagued by several bugs 
that affected the user experience and playability of the game. In digital version 1.30 (see 
Appendix AJ) issues from the previous version were solved and the game’s features were 
not fully functional.  
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The design state from version 1.12 (see Appendix AD) to version 1.30 (see Appendix AJ) 
maintained the features already previously determined during the elaboration phase. Ad-
ditional changes to the design included how players selected their personal goals and how 
these goals were refereed by other players. The changes also included the dust bunny 
mini-game that started after players earned points from an action, e.g. reporting their 
mood or customizing their moodbot. Points were represented by the fictional creature the 
dust bunny, and could only be collected by tapping (or clicking) on a dust bunny. Dust 
bunnies could also hide, so players needed to scare them from their hiding places in the 
tree foliage to collect them. Lastly, additional features also included new ways for players 
to express themselves, e.g. by setting the music score and writing text into a thought cloud 
and a speech balloon.   
 
From the state of design in this section (see Appendix AC) to the play-test found in Ap-
pendix 10, thirty development iterations occurred to the digital Moodbot version 1.30 (see 
Appendix AJ). The game was repeatedly play-tested internally during its development 
and play-tested three times externally with the target audience. The first play-test was 
conducted at Altrecht’s ABC department with two patients and two healthcare workers 
(see Appendix AF). The second play-test was conducted at Altrecht’s Roosenburg de-
partment with four patients and four healthcare workers over the course of a few hours at 
the clinic (see Appendix AF). The last play-test included six patients and four healthcare 
workers from Altrecht’s ABC department and conducted remotely over the course of two 
weeks (see Appendix AI), which made Moodbot version 1.27 (see Appendix AH) the last 
version of the game to be play-tested. The results from the play-test were disastrous for 
the project as a whole. Players were unable to see each other’s customized moodbots, 
leave each other moodchips, log in to the game, buttons did not function, catch dust bun-
nies or use dust bunnies to move the ship. Players reported they were “frustrated” and 
“bored” with the game. The feedback from the play-tests was enough to have co-designers 
questioning the value of continuing the project during following project evaluation. Ulti-
mately, the blame for the results was placed on the design of the game. However, Version 
1.30 (see Appendix AJ) which had been developed to correct the failing issues of the 
version used during the last play-test was never tested by the target audience or co-de-
signers.  
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4.5. SNAPSHOT: DESIGN CRISIS 
The design crisis snapshot (see Appendix AK) is an auto-graphical interview using the 
epistemic cards to formulate the design decisions behind solving the crisis. An interview 
begins by arranging the cards to show the starting circumstances behind the critical design 
moment (see figure 18). The cards are then used to examine two cycles of thought and 
reflection. 
 
Figure 18: An example of the cards being arranged in order to report the design 
decision.  
 
For the snapshot, the most challenging moment in the design of Moodbot was chosen, 
which represents a moment of design frustration as a game designer. A lot of effort had 
been made in terms of design to avoid exactly this kind of situation. However, from the 
perspective of a researcher, it was a moment of interest since it allowed for a chance to 
investigate how the designer would react to the situation and witness the eventual direc-
tion the design would take. The snapshot given here represents a game’s design in relation 
to technology, co-designers and game design. 
 
After the previous playtest, it was obvious from an experienced game designer’s perspec-
tive that a critical moment had been reached. The play-test which included patients and 
four healthcare workers revealed that many features of the game did not function and the 
game session was disrupted by a broken connection with the game’s database. From the 
player’s point of view, the game was not engaging and did not work. Figure 19 provides 
an example of how the epistemic cards would be arranged to report how confidence in 
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the project had been undermined. The development card was selected to represent that 
issues in game development were a primary issue, which had cost too much time. The 
trust card is used to highlight the result of the first two cards. 
Time TrustDevelopment
 
Figure 19: The epistemic cards arranged to show a lack of confidence in the 
project. 
 
The following meeting with the client included the entire development team in order to 
bring home the urgency of the situation to the team. The other reason was to take ad-
vantage of the team’s design and development experience since the lead game designer 
was not available (due to internationalisation work for the HKU). Normally, the lead ap-
plied game designer would be there to explain all the details and issues that the game 
design and development of Moodbot faced. It was confirmed during the meeting that 
confidence in the project had been undermined to the point of suggesting it be discontin-
ued. A co-designer (a nurse) sitting in for the first time during the meeting continued to 
see the potential of Moodbot. Through a dialogue with him, he revealed how the elements 
of the game worked as a tool for the healthcare worker. From this point on the meeting 
became a brainstorm aimed at redesigning the game.  
 
The new co-designer with player-contact expertise was unexpected, since the assumption 
that player-contact experts had already been involved. From the perspective of the game 
designer, this was experienced as an unpleasant surprise, due to the efforts to avoid miss-
ing co-design roles that contribute important information about the target audience and 
the professionals on the work floor. As it turned out, that original co-designer was far less 
involved in the daily treatment of our target audience. Realising this meant that a part of 
the AGD Scope Model analysis was inaccurate. Another issue was the manner in which 
Moodbot’s design was evaluated at this critical meeting, which raised a number of con-
cerns. Firstly, the current state of game design as represented by the game’s build was not 
evaluated by co-designers. As mentioned in the previous chapter the Moodbot version 
1.30 (see Appendix AJ) was never play-tested nor was it shown during this meeting. 
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Secondly, the results from the play-test and user-test were not discussed or analysed dur-
ing the meeting. 
 
Once established that the project would continue, the meeting developed into a co-idea-
tion session. Based on the ideas and requests from the meeting the AGD Scope Model 
was adjusted to focus on the forensic psychiatric patients within a closed ward. The 
changes to the model included the following design process parameters: 
– Group meetings 
– Individual goals as a part of a group activity 
– Healthcare workers guide a group process 
– While the verbs were being changed to: 
o Real-world rewards  
o Merit comparison 
– A tool usable with current methods 
  
Many ideas from the ideation session required changes to the game’s mechanics. For ex-
ample, changes were made to make the player’s progress more transparent and allowing 
healthcare workers to guide a group process through the game. Another result of the co-
ideation session was the unintentional switch from tuning phase to the elaboration phase, 
which was the result of changing the design intentions. The switch to a different design 
phase is noteworthy because the elaboration phase opens the design to new features. From 
experience, this meant the design needed to be properly managed to avoid feature creep 
caused by adding features trying to fix broken ones.  
 
Upon returning to the design of Moodbot, an evaluation was conducted by first examining 
the newly proposed game design document created by a recently added junior game de-
signer J. LaCoste, then an examination of feedback from the previous meeting, then in-
formal interviews with the development team’s programmers and game artists, then a 
play-through of the last version (see Appendix AJ) of Moodbot to have a proper sense of 
the last state of the design. Furthermore, the information gathered during the previous 
playtest was also reviewed, which detailed the issues they had while playing the game. 
The review of the playtest would also highlight the missing feedback from co-designers.  
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From the evaluation, various issues that were not previously addressed during the last 
iteration of the game’s design were now addressed. These included instabilities of the 
code, software architecture that lacked structure and a lack of updates required to refactor 
these issues. The result of this meant it cost the design and development team too much 
time to implement the smallest features, iterate the interface, or fixing game breaking 
bugs. The repercussions of this instability reverberated throughout all other aspects of the 
game and its design. Previous iterations, in which there was no real change or in which 
minor interaction design was overlooked due to time and the fact they were passable dur-
ing a playtest, resulted in legacy issues. When it was eventually compared to the amount 
of progress made implementing design decisions thus far, to the design changes required 
by the new design, it was clear these exceeded our ability to deliver in terms of develop-
ment. It became obvious that if attempted to continue with the same technology base it 
would endanger the success of the project. 
 
The decision was made to start rebuilding Moodbot from the ground up. This seemingly 
radical decision was supported by having a new programmer on board and the switch to 
the latest version of the Unity game engine with supporting plugins. Another advantage 
of a rebuild would allow the user-interface and navigation structure to be redesigned, 
instead of repurposing the old structure to fit the new features (see figure 20), which 
would allow for a uniform game-play experience. A significant change was also made to 
progression mechanics, which allowed players to explore the Moodbot world by making 
choices together. This was replaced by progressive mechanics of players moving their 
collective ship forward by gathering points towards an end position that represented a 
real-world reward. The unfortunate side of this was the need to remove much of the visual 
and sound content, which gave the older design an entertainment video game-like expe-
rience. 
 
Game development began after the new design intentions were documented in a game 
design document. Several quick micro-iterations occurred before the design was fully 
elaborated upon. During these sessions, the navigation and interaction of the user-inter-
face were discussed and planned out. The eventual result of this was Moodbot 2.0. 
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Figure 20: Moodbot 2.0 wireframe communicates the design of the player’s room 
in relation to other game elements. 
4.6. ELABORATION PHASE 2.0 
Iteration is primarily associated with the iterative cycle of ideating, elaborating and eval-
uating. Phases too can become iterative especially when a phase fails to meet expecta-
tions. When this occurs, it becomes necessary to revisit the previous phase. Returning to 
the elaboration phase was a second chance for the Moodbot design. The object of this 
second elaboration phase was to redesign Moodbot in such a way that the game could be 
redeveloped in a short amount of time and show its functionality through the backend 
management system.    
DESIGN RESULTS- 11 
During this phase, the design refinements and changes were documented in a game design 
document (see Appendix AM). In this first iteration, the design objective was to freeze 
the new design features. The design challenge was to have a design that could be built 
from scratch and that was not an iteration on the previous technology base. For this rea-
son, it was imperative to select elements from the previous design essential in achieving 
the design goals.  
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The resulting design state focused on the player’s room and elements of the player being 
able to visit different sections of their ship was removed. The main activities in the 
player’s room still included filling in signal meters, assign themselves personal goals, and 
customize the moodbot. A new menu allowed the player to have an overview of the player 
community and facilitating visitation of the rooms of other players. The moodtube which 
previously allowed players to display a series of expressive images was removed from 
the room and replaced with the player’s personal scoreboard. Dust bunnies were repur-
posed as points and awarded to the player directly after filling their signal meter, achiev-
ing a personal goal or customizing their moodbot. No longer did the player need to capture 
dust bunnies or spend the dust bunnies to influence actions on their ship.  
 
Figure 21: A screenshot that demonstrates the track indicating the players’ ship 
progressing towards the real-world goal.  
 
The progression structure (see figure 21) was changed from allowing players to coopera-
tively explore the moodbot world of floating islands to a progression bar using the play-
ers’ ship to indicate their progress in collecting points. The newly conceived aim of the 
game was to collect a predetermined amount of points within a certain amount of time. 
For example, a healthcare worker could challenge the players as a group to collect one 
hundred points in two weeks. At the end of the track, the healthcare worker was now able 
to add two real-world rewards. For example, this could be a simple reward like the group 
sharing a cake. One reward was for completing the goal set by the healthcare worker and 
the second reward was for when the players exceed expectations of the original goal. 
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The game design document created for version 2.0 (see Appendix AM) represents the 
results of the design freeze and the new design direction. The feedback on the design was 
limited to co-designers and development team. Moodbot version 2.1 is one of the first 
stable digital versions of the game that demonstrates a halfway point towards implement-
ing the new design direction. For example, version 2.1 (see Appendix AO) demonstrates 
the new progressive structure and explains the challenges of adding the player’s signal 
history as a graph. A point of contention between the designer and co-designers with the 
new design state concerned the decision of having real-world rewards. The design argu-
mentation against the  real-world reward considered the possible consequences on the 
player’s motivation. Game rewards within the game system motivate the player through 
intrinsic motivation while real-world rewards create extrinsic motivation. Gambling, lot-
teries and professional sports are examples of combining game systems with real-world 
rewards, which increases the risk of unwanted behaviour. Furthermore, the real-world 
reward would be a possible barrier to healthcare works using the game, because 
eventually, they would need to conceive a new reward each time a game session starts. 
Regardless of the design arguments, the co-designers from Altrecht and HKU Innovation 
Studio management saw this design decision as a fundamentally new design feature. From 
a research perspective, it demonstrates how the designer’s input is often placed in a dubi-
ous position when dealing with the judgement of co-designers and the pressures from the 
realities (e.g. keeping the client happy) of project management.  
4.7. TUNING PHASE 2.0 
As mentioned previously about the tuning phase, a tuning phase begins when the game 
design has been frozen. As in the previous tuning phase much of the design activity is 
about the user-interaction, and how to make the game system become accessible to the 
player. The primary objective of this phase is to refine and polish the game into the final 
game artefact. During this phase, play-testing focuses on usability issues and many idea-
tion activities on problem-solving. The advantage of returning to a tuning phase a second 
time is that many assets have already been developed and many lessons learned from the 
last version could be applied to the interface design, but the biggest advantage was the 
ability to upgrade the technology base, which allowed for greater ease of development.     
DESIGN RESULTS- 12 
Building a digital version, the game that could function on an iPad was the priority at this 
stage. The first version of Moodbot 2.0 was built quickly and visually resembled Moodbot 
1.0 versions (see Appendix AO). It required several digital builds before the final build 
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resulted in Moodbot version 2.12 (see Appendix AP), which was playable on the iPad 
(see figure 22) and had a fully functional player management backend (see figure 23). 
The backend was developed and designed by Ippo, an internet bureau and partner in the 
Moodbot project. Ippo was specifically selected for their experience with developing 
eHealth solutions for Altrecht and their expertise in protecting patient data. 
 
Figure 22: A demonstration of the final version of Moodbot functioning on the 
iPad. 
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Figure 23: An example of information and view available to the healthcare 
worker from the backend.  
 
The design state did not require design changes from the documentation (see Appendix 
AM) to the digital Moodbot version 2.12 (see Appendix AR). Instead of making decisions 
that would affect the game structure. The design activities focused on the implementation 
of the user interaction elements. For example, the community screen, which replaced the 
player’s ability to visit other players by moving around the ship needed to be simplified 
and allow players a means to manage their contact with other players. 
 
To arrive at version 2.12 (see Appendix AR) there were several builds for testing pur-
poses. The majority of testing was done by the development team and aimed to test func-
tionality. During this time a play-test with three patients was conducted to gather insight 
into interaction design. The first play-test (see Appendix AP) highlights the difficulties 
with the user interface under development. A final deadline decided that version 2.12 (see 
Appendix AR) would be the version to be used in the final testing with the target audience.  
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The first play-test (see Appendix AQ) was conducted with three patients and four 
healthcare workers from Altrecht’s the ABC department. The results from this play-test 
indicated Moodbot no longer fit the patient’s ambulatory context, since the social game 
mechanics relied too much on players meeting in a clinical environment. Patients offered 
ideas for solving this by having an in-game chat function or have small games that could 
be played together. Ultimately, the patients from Altrecht’s ABC department who are 
young adults found the game to lack meaningful game-play experience, i.e. it wasn’t fun. 
The following play-test (see Appendix AS) was conducted with ten patients and J. 
Schermers, a healthcare worker from Altrecht’s Roosenburg department. Initially more 
healthcare workers were supposed to participate in the play-test. According to the J. 
Schermers, her colleagues did not want to break from the current system, because adopt-
ing a new system meant increased workloads, even if temporary. Ultimately, J. Schermers 
controlled the game, including player guidance, setting up rounds, entering player infor-
mation, and tracking player goals. Eventually, she reported that she had more information 
about the patients than their original healthcare worker leading to those healthcare work-
ers approaching her insights into the patients they supervised. As a result, she made the 
following comments (see Appendix AS). “That’s the nice thing about Moodbot. You can 
fill in all the variables yourself. It is a very beautiful instrument” and “What Moodbot 
does is it allows you to work efficiently”. Besides the positive reaction from J. Schermers 
and several more anecdotes concerning interventions facilitated by using Moodbot, there 
were also positive reactions from six patients and several examples of positive changes 
in patient conditions. For example, a patient with serious depression had set his personal 
goal to play badminton once a week with the personal reward indicator set as a McDon-
ald’s hamburger. According to the play-test report one healthcare worker described how 
the patient “almost immediately” left the couch and became active. While the patient’s 
eventual visit to the McDonalds with the attending healthcare worker led to a “very val-
uable conversation”. There was also a situation where two patients supported and encour-
aging each other in obtaining their personal goals. Yet another patient who transferred to 
another department and was no longer able to continue with Moodbot set up his own 
signal meter on paper. In terms of game-play experience, the players experienced the dust 
bunny ‘flush’ (see Appendix AR) satisfying, having their name in headline and accom-
plishing as group the final real-world reward. The result according to feedback was that 
they, “found it fun and appreciated it as a tool”. Finally, the lead co-designer, R. Visser 
described Moodbot’s added value was the way it changed the traditional balance between 
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healthcare worker and patient, which is normally a one-to-one relationship with commu-
nication one directional. However, she believes that Moodbot changes that paradigm, be-
cause, “Moodbot creates a triangle of responsibility in treatment”. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, this dissertation has covered the context, method, practice-led research and 
presented a theoretical approach to investigating design decisions in the process of mak-
ing an applied game. The method of this research was a practice-led approach that centred 
on the design of the applied game Moodbot. The chosen approach connects to the meth-
ods of research from the field of design research and research into epistemic frames. The 
context draws knowledge from the fields of applied game design, applied games and ap-
plied games in psychiatry. The heart of the practice-led research is the applied game 
Moodbot, while this dissertation acts as a complement to the artefact by providing a re-
search narrative. The design and development of Moodbot was not a typical design jour-
ney. The project was almost a failure due to the co-designers’ lack of confidence in the 
results of an ill-conceived play-test, which demonstrated to us how fragile our technology 
base had become. A snapshot aided by the epistemic framework tool was used to reflect 
upon this critical design moment. The result was the decision to re-design a greater part 
of Moodbot. While the results of the game artefact have yet to undergo validation, the 
preliminary responses are promising. Adding to these are two awards1011 that Moodbot 
earned during its development, and the game has since been appropriated by a consortium 
that aims to upscale the game with commercial companies. 
 
Used throughout this dissertation was the term applied game, which was argued as a term 
that better described the different forms of games designed with a purpose other than 
entertainment. The definition is an important catalyst for the realisation design is a key 
concept to games that aim to create real-world impact. From the design perspective, it 
infers that a game designer needs to actively apply his/her design skills and knowledge to 
meet the real-world purpose of the applied game, which is different from a typical enter-
tainment game designer that can borrow from pre-existing design paradigms to create 
entertainment. To be able to apply design, the designer must understand the design ten-
sions and how these need balance. For this reason, a framework like the one based on 
Vitruvius, which identifies use, engagement (i.e. meaningful game-play experience), and 
sustainability (i.e. a model of service), becomes an aid for game designers in shaping their 
design.  
 
                                                 
10 Growing Games Showcase 
11 iZovator Award 
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In the Netherlands, practice-led research which uses an artefact as the primary research 
vehicle, is not universally accepted as a form of research. Those game designers that use 
this approach may face insecurities, which may prevent design research for the sake of 
developing design knowledge and insight. Currently, many designers validate the out-
comes of their research based on their game artefact’s usefulness using qualitative and 
quantitative studies. While validation in this manner is important, the approach proves 
most interesting to the corresponding domain and demonstrating the effectiveness of 
games. However, it comes at the cost of game design knowledge, and consequently mis-
leading co-designers to believe that game artefacts simply spring into existence with little 
or no design effort. The pressure for validation comes from a belief that applied games 
will be more widely accepted by domains such as health. However, observations made 
during this research would indicate that process of adoption of applied games should be 
likened to the process required from a professional in a domain to adopt any new tool or 
method. For this reason, attention should be given to how applied games connect to ser-
vice design and organisational change. Validation through qualitative and quantitative 
studies is better accomplished after a game artefact is adopted into the practice of profes-
sionals. Design informed by theory, process and good practices should already give the 
designer confidence that the design will function as intended, such as engaging the target 
audience. Perhaps applied game design validation could be simply having an artefact co-
designer trust enough to introduce to their target audience, and willing to conduct exper-
iments to determine its usefulness? 
 
In terms of knowledge value, this research demonstrates an approach to investigating de-
sign. Investigations into design processes and activities are always relevant to game de-
signers, and even more so for game designers in the field of applied games. Using the 
epistemic framework as an approach to investigating design decisions has become more 
interesting than first imagined. What remains a challenge is how to take this method of 
investigation and make it applicable for other game design researchers. The framework 
potentially represents a step forward towards creating an approach towards investigating 
game design, because the framework allows flexible relationships but remains structured 
enough that the narrative told within it remains coherent. As a tool for investigation, its 
purpose was to guide self-reflection, but as the tool becomes more familiar, it seems to 
have the potential to aid the designer to find problems within game development, make 
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critical decisions that take the project in the right direction, and awareness of the co-
designer's relationship to the design. 
 
Additional knowledge value comes from design activities reported during the research 
narrative to mark the progress and steps taken by the designer. For the most part, these 
design activities, such as game design document, prototyping, play-testing, and brain-
storming, are familiar to most game designers, which should offer a basic means and 
confidence to approach applied game design. However, some design activities presented 
in this research, such as the ScoMo (Scope Model), are known only to a handful of game 
designers. The ScoMo is a unique instance in which a game designer finds the need to 
create design activities to compensate for design complexities. As a result, the tool has 
proven itself indispensable by being used in more than one applied game project. As a 
researcher of game design, a certain amount of freedom to experiment exists, from this 
experimentation there is a chance to discover or invent design activities or new processes. 
For example, during the concept phase, several paper-based prototypes were simultane-
ously developed. This experiment, so-called because it did not follow the previous ap-
proaches, supported a hypothesis the designer could choose concepts from working game 
models instead of choosing from intangible ideas proposed in brainstorms. It demon-
strates there are still possibilities to gather knowledge about how we approach the game 
design process. 
 
The research questions essential to my research all aim to understand design decision-
making. The questions struggle to create a line of questioning that would somehow shed 
light on design decisions. At the beginning of this dissertation these three questions were 
asked:  
 
Q1) How does a design decision change affect a game artefact?  
Game design decisions are fundamental to shaping game artefacts. The more critical the 
decision; the bigger the effect. For example, the snapshot describes a critical decision to 
re-design Moodbot, which resulted in giving healthcare workers a game master role al-
lowing them to decide with and for the player's real-world rewards. To understand how a 
single design decision can affect a game artefact, we must revisit the Vitruvius triad de-
scribed in this dissertation. Decisions can be seen as steering the design to support an 
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artefacts game-play experience, sustainability or usability. A game designer will make 
choices that take these aspects into consideration trying to find a design balance.  
 
Q2) At what point in the process do design decisions occur?  
It is no surprise that design decisions occur throughout the design process. A point of this 
dissertation is to show exactly how often the designer makes decisions both major to mi-
nute through the iterative process. Identifying the decisions that create the greatest impact 
are the most interesting and most difficult to detect. The epistemic framework provides 
insight to the complexity of design decisions and provides the evidence for linking these 
to decisions that will have the greatest impact. During this research the use of the frame-
work was employed to organize the reasoning for a particular design decision. While the 
framework cannot predict the kinds of decisions that will be made or their impact, the 
framework did demonstrate the ability to aid the designer in identifying the root of a de-
sign problem. The ability to analyse the design situation before making a design decision 
is a giant leap forward for understanding impact and timing of design decisions.  
  
Q3) What influences game design decisions? As an applied game designer, there is no 
escape from the design tensions described in the Vitruvius framework. Co-designers and 
target audience are the most influential on a designer’s decisions. However, it requires 
the ability to manage the expectations and the expertise from co-designers, while manag-
ing the target audiences’ preconceived ideas about games. Even an experienced designer 
will continuously have to analyse the input from both groups while demarcating the ex-
pertise that will most likely influence the design decisions. What was learned from using 
the epistemic framework is it allows a designer to make out the design influencers by 
identifying the kinds of co-designers involved in a project. The framework also helps to 
identify influencers that are situations (e.g. time or confidence) rather than people that 
would influence the way a game designer would decide. A designer can learn from an 
epistemic analysis in retrospect or conduct an analysis to help guide design decision-
making.  
 
An analysis of the limitations of this research would reveal an issue that is always asso-
ciated with this kind of design reflection; that the researcher and the designer are the same 
person. On one side this allows for a perspective from the practitioner, with the weakness 
being subjective. However, this is also the strength of the research, since it allows us to 
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explore the normally invisible world of the designer. As a researcher, the challenge comes 
from the thoroughness of one’s research practice (e.g. standardised play-test documenta-
tion and at the same time being in English, etc.) and still manage the design, and in my 
case the game production. In the end, there is an interesting question of establishing a 
balance between the roles of researcher and practitioner.  
 
Designing an applied game is a considerable challenge, and as the research narrative ex-
plained; is full of complexity and pitfalls. It is not the purpose of this narrative to frighten 
game designers or co-designers away from applied games. It is understandable that many 
game designers would find applied game design undesirable, especially considering their 
reputation for low production value and poor game-play experiences. Motivated by per-
sonal and professional reasons, this research means to encourage game designers to be-
come applied game designers. By means of this dissertation, it has been partly demon-
strated that the field of applied game design allows for a certain amount of freedom in 
making design decisions. For example, there is a chance to flex one’s creativity, craft 
innovative game-play experiences, and create games with high production values. One 
does not have to become a professional or expert in a specific domain to function effec-
tively as an applied game designer. However, the designer does need to have a foundation 
based on game design theory that provides clues to the right kinds of tools and activities 
that will aid them in the design process. While a takeaway for co-designers is to work 
with a game designer that can demonstrate knowledge of relevant game design theory.  
 
Applied game design is the biggest challenge a game designer can undertake. The same 
respect that a game designer would give to an entertainment game should go into an ap-
plied game. Additionally, the designer may benefit from knowing that he/she could con-
tribute to making a positive societal impact by playing a pivotal role in achieving the 
goals of co-designers. Research and dissemination of design practices provide game de-
signers with the possibility to become more competent in occupying that role. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
DesignState_0  
Content: 7 pages, Paper Prototype 
Language: English 
Description: The results from Iteration 0 (see figure 8 pg. 43) were char-
acter sheets with the first “Moodbots” and the elements that patients could 
visually adjust to reflect their moods and feelings. Patients could choose 
from different character sheets that could be printed out and used by the 
patients. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
DesignState_1 
Content: 5 pages, paper prototype, notes 
Language: English 
Description: The results from Iteration 1 (see figure 8 pg. 43) was meant 
to add game system to Iteration 0. A new character sheet was eventually 
created. Additionally, this document contains design notes and descriptions 
of game elements. 
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APPENDIX C 
 
Moodbot_ScoMo 
Content: Portable Document Format, 9 pages 
Language: English  
Description: Provides documentation concerning the Scope Model that 
was used to direct the design for Moodbot. 
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APPENDIX D 
 
DesignState_2 
Content: 10 pages, paper prototype 
Language: English 
Description: The results from Iteration 2 (see figure 8 pg. 43) contains 
cards with words describing feelings and moods. 
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APPENDIX E 
 
DesignState_2_Playtest 
Content: Portable Document Format, 6 pages 
Language: Dutch w/ English Translation 
Description: A collection of notes taken during a play-test with the target 
audience. Highlighted text indicates issues that were to be addressed in the 
game’s design. 
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APPENDIX F 
 
DesignState_3 
Content: 23 pages, paper prototype, concept documentation 
Language: English 
Description: The results from Iteration 3 (see figure 8 pg. 43) describes 
how to setup and play a paper prototype that explored the use of a Moodbot 
to explore and build a city. 
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APPENDIX G 
 
DesignState_4 
Content: 12 pages, concept documentation 
Language: English 
Description: The results from Iteration 4 (see figure 8 pg. 43) is high-level 
concept documentation. This describes ideas for game that tracks the 
player’s process towards their therapeutic goal. 
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APPENDIX H 
 
DesignState_5 
Content: 3 pages, concept documentation 
Language: English 
Description: The results from Iteration 5 (see figure 8 pg. 43) is high-level 
concept documentation and paper prototype. This describes ideas for a 
game that uses a puzzle element. 
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APPENDIX I 
 
DesignState_6 
Content: 17 pages, paper prototype, concept documentation 
Language: English 
Description: The results from Iteration 6 (see figure 8 pg. 43) is a paper 
prototype that integrates ideas from Iteration 4, Iteration 5 and Iteration 6. 
Additionally, documentation that describes the paper prototype’s game el-
ements are included. 
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APPENDIX J 
 
DesignState_6_Playtest 
Content: Portable Document Format, 14 pages  
Language: Dutch w/ English Translation 
Description: A collection of notes and images taken during a play-test with 
the subject matter experts. 
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APPENDIX K 
 
DesignState_6_Playtest_1.1 
Content: video 32 minutes 16 seconds 
Language: Dutch 
Description: Raw footage of a play-test with subject matter experts. 
APPENDIX L 
 
DesignState_6_Playtest_1.2 
Content: video 24 minutes 24 seconds 
Language: Dutch 
Description: Raw footage of a play-test with subject matter experts. 
APPENDIX M 
 
DesignState _7_Paper 
Content: 15 pages, paper prototype 
Language: English 
Description: The results from Iteration 7 (see figure 8 pg. 43) is a paper 
prototype includes a team completive element and an updated version of 
the playable paper prototype. 
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APPENDIX N 
 
Moodbot_GameDesignDocument_1 
Content: Portable Document Format, 11 pages  
Language: English 
Description:  Documentation that includes mock-ups Moodbot user inter-
faces for the main design features, such as the moodjounal, personal chal-
lenges, moodbot customization, etc. Also included is documentation of the 
game’s flow and architecture. 
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APPENDIX O 
 
Moodbot_GameDesignDocument_2 
Content: Portable Document Format, 43 pages  
Language: English 
Description: Documentation that was originally online that includes de-
tailed information about the game’s design as well as feature implementa-
tion management. 
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APPENDIX P 
 
Moodbot_Questionnaire 
Content: Portable Document Format, 2 pages  
Language: Dutch 
Description: The questionnaire template used during play-tests to gather 
data from patients and healthcare workers. The template uses both quanti-
tative and qualitative questions. 
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APPENDIX Q 
 
DesignState _7_Digital_1.1 
Content: video 6 minutes 34 seconds 
Language: English 
Description: The results from Iteration 7 (see figure 8 pg. 43) is a digital 
prototype of the paper prototype of Iteration 7. 
APPENDIX R 
 
DesignState _7_Digital_1.2 
Content: video 24 minutes 24 seconds 
Language: English 
Description: The results of Design State 7 play-test with co-designers. 
APPENDIX S 
 
DesignState _7_Digital_1.3 
Content: video 1 minute 51 seconds 
Language: English 
Description: The results of a digital prototype for a mini-game for Design 
State 7. 
APPENDIX T 
 
DesignState_7_Social 
Content: video 4 minutes 15 seconds 
Language: English 
Description: The results of the digital hybrid that demonstrated and tested 
the social game mechanics. 
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APPENDIX U 
 
DesignState_7_Paper_Playtest 
Content: Portable Document Format, 22 pages  
Language: Dutch w/ English Translation 
Description: A collection of notes and images taken during an extensive 
internal play-test. 
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APPENDIX V 
 
DesignState_7_Social_Playtest 
Content: Portable Document Format, 4 pages  
Language: English  
Description: Data results from testing the social game mechanics in Mood-
bot. 
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APPENDIX W 
 
DesignState_8_Paper 
Content: 6 pages, paper prototype 
Language: English 
Description: The results from Iteration 8 (see figure 8 pg. 43) of a paper 
prototype that removed the team competitive game elements with a social 
cooperative element. 
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APPENDIX X 
 
DesignState_8_Playtest 
Content: Portable Document Format, 14 pages  
Language: English 
Description: A collection of notes taken during a play-test with the target 
audience. 
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APPENDIX Y 
 
Moodbot_GameWlkThrg_dv_1.1.1 
Content: video 4 minutes 42 seconds 
Language: English 
Description: The results from Iteration 8 (see figure 8 pg. 43) of a digital 
prototype that demonstrates the core game mechanics. 
APPENDIX Z 
 
Playtesting_Method 
Content: Portable Document Format, 4 pages  
Language: English 
Description: Documentation concerning the approaches and guidelines 
taken to play-test.   
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APPENDIX AA 
 
Moodbot_GameWlkThrg_dv_1.1.2 
Content: video 5 minutes 42 seconds 
Language: English 
Description: One of the first iterations of Iteration 9 demonstrates changes 
to the game flow and integration of the social aspect of the game. 
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APPENDIX AB 
 
Atmosphere_Test 
Content: Portable Document Format, 16 pages  
Language: English 
Description: A test that was done via Facebook to test the ambience of the 
visual style of Moodbot. 
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APPENDIX AC 
 
Moodbot_GameWlkThrg_dv_1.1.3 
Content: video 7 minutes 47 seconds 
Language: English 
Description: Demonstrates the implementation of the most important de-
sign features, e.g. the player’s room, moodbot customization, personal chal-
lenges, etc. 
APPENDIX AD 
 
Moodbot_GameWlkThrg_dv_1.12 
Content: video 12 minutes 53 seconds 
Language: English 
Description: Demonstrates progress in implementing user interface designs 
and game features such as referee system. 
APPENDIX AE 
 
DesignState_9.1_Playtest 
Content: Portable Document Format, 1 page 
Language: English 
Description: A collection of notes taken during a play-test with the target 
audience from Altrecht’s ABC department. 
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APPENDIX AF 
 
DesignState_9.2_Playtest 
Content: Portable Document Format, 9 pages 
Language: English 
Description: A collection of notes taken during a play-test with the target 
audience from Altrecht’s ABC and Roosenburg departments. 
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APPENDIX AG 
 
Moodbot_GameWlkThrg_dv_1.24 
Content: video 10 minutes 05 seconds 
Language: English 
Description: Demonstrates further progress implementing game design fea-
tures and game graphics. Features such as the player’s progression have 
been implemented. 
APPENDIX AH 
 
Moodbot_GameWlkThrg_dv_1.27 
Content: video 10 minutes 05 seconds 
Language: English 
Description: Demonstrates further progress implementing game design fea-
tures and game graphics. 
APPENDIX AI 
 
DesignState 10_Playtest 
Content: Portable Document Format, 30 pages  
Language: Dutch w/ English Translation 
Description: A collection of notes taken from Facebook during a remote 
play-test with the target audience. 
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APPENDIX AJ 
 
Moodbot_GameWlkThrg_dv_1.30 
Content: video 14 minutes 14 seconds 
Language: English 
Description: Demonstrates the state of Moodbot described in the Snapshot: 
Design Crisis. 
APPENDIX AK 
 
Snapshot_DesignCrisis 
Content: video 19 minutes 47 seconds 
Language: English 
Description: The design crisis that resulted in major changes to Moodbot is 
described here using the epistemic framework to frame the anecdote. 
APPENDIX AL 
 
Epistemic_Framework_Introduction 
Content: video 20 minutes 36 seconds 
Language: English 
Description: The epistemic framework is explained in detail. 
APPENDIX AN 
 
Epistemic_Framework_Cards 
Content: Portable Document Format, 4 pages 
Language: English 
Description: All the epistemic cards can be found in this document and 
ready to be printed on demand. 
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APPENDIX AM 
 
Moodbot_GameDesignDocument_3 
Content: Portable Document Format, 10 pages  
Language: English 
Description: Documentation create by Junior Game Designer J. LaCoste 
of the second version of Moodbot which describes the new design direction. 
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APPENDIX AO 
 
Moodbot_GameWlkThrg_dv_2.1 
Content: video 5 minutes 02 seconds 
Language: English 
Description: Demonstrates first implementation of the design features in 
Moodbot that were the basis for version 2. 
 
 
APPENDIX AP 
 
DesignState_21_Playtest 
Content: Portable Document Format, 3 pages  
Language: Dutch w/ English Translation 
Description: A collection of notes taken from a play-test with the target 
audience. 
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APPENDIX AQ 
 
DesignState_22_Playtest 
Content: Portable Document Format, 4 pages  
Language: Dutch w/ English Translation 
Description: A collection of notes taken from a play-test with the target 
audience. 
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APPENDIX AR 
 
Moodbot_GameWlkThrg_dv_2.12  
Content: video 9 minutes 03 seconds 
Language: English 
Description: Demonstrates the final state of Moodbot version 2 on the tar-
get device iPad. 
APPENDIX AS 
 
DesignState_23_Playtest 
Content: Portable Document Format, 10 pages  
Language: Dutch w/ English Translation 
Description: A collection of notes taken from a play-test with the target 
audience. 
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GLOSSARY 
 
ABI (Acquired Brain Injury)  
Brain damage caused by events after birth, rather than as part of a genetic or con-
genital disorder such as fetal alcohol syndrome, perinatal illness or perinatal hy-
poxia. 
 
Adapting Games 
An applied game that gathers data from players then used by professionals from 
the domain to adjust the game.  
 
AGD (Applied Game Design) Scope Model: 
An analysis a game designer can use to determine the needs of an applied game 
design. The analysis can then be used to determine the potential of a game concept 
and validate the end result from a design. 
  
Aggregating Games 
Applied games designed to gather data from players. 
 
Applied Games 
Games designed and developed for a purpose other than entertainment, and meant 
to create an impact outside the game itself in a specific domain and target audi-
ence. 
 
Applied Game Designer 
An applied game designer is professional that is able to apply his/her knowledge 
of game design to shape specific game-play experiences and game systems that 
achieve a purpose other than entertainment.  
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Co-designers 
Professionals from a domain that do not specialise in game design and develop-
ment, but take an active role in the design and development of an applied game.   
 
Cognitive Behaviour Therapy 
Cognitive behaviour therapy is one of the best-researched and empirically sup-
ported treatment methods for adults and children. Its theoretical framework as-
sumes that emotions and behaviour are largely a product of cognitions; thus, psy-
chological and behaviour problems can be reduced by altering cognitive pro-
cesses.  
 
Creation 
A phase in the iterative game design process where the game designer is primarily 
involved in creating means that communicate design decisions or game-play ex-
periences.  
 
Declarative Content 
Declarative knowledge involves knowing that something factual. 
 
Collaborating Games 
Applied games designed, developed and played together by co-designers. 
 
Domains 
A field or industry that uses or could potentially use games for purposes other than 
entertainment, such as Healthcare, Safety, Education, Cultural Heritage, Cooper-
ate, Military, etc. 
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eHealth  
Various initiatives to digitalization patient treatment, patient communication and 
patient records. These initiatives range from apps on smart phones to using skype 
for doctor patient consultation to databases with patients’ medical records. 
 
Entertainment Game 
Games designed and developed commercially for player’s looking for a diversion, 
amusement and otherwise agreeable occupation of the mind.  
 
Entertainment Value 
A subjective value concerned with how a player perceives the experience derived 
from playing a game.  
 
Epistemic 
Knowledge, values, beliefs, and processes that form a professional’s modus op-
erandi.  
 
Epistemic Framework 
A professional’s frame of reference that forms the basis for functioning as an ex-
pert.  
 
Evaluation 
A phase in the iterative game design process where the game designer decides the 
next steps of the design based on feedback from external sources, such as player 
or co-designers.  
 
Flowcharts 
Diagrams in game design used to explore and document the game flow, system 
elements and game actions.  
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Game(s)  
Artefacts that use game elements such as rules, goals, area, time, rewards, etc. to 
create meaningful gameplay experiences for players, such as competition, fellow-
ship, role play, gambolling, etc.   
 
Game Designer  
A game designer is a professional that shapes a player’s gameplay experience by 
designing the game system and the interaction with that system.  
 
Game Design Document  
Any collection of documentation that describes the design of a game. The docu-
mentation can include flowcharts, mock-ups, wireframes, and payoff matrix. In 
form, the document can range from being a wiki to a word document.  
 
Game Mechanics  
Refers to combinations of game elements (e.g. rules, action, rewards, etc.) that 
create recognisable patterns or elements that can be identified as game activities 
or results from playing a game.  
 
Game-play experience 
The subjective experience that a player takes away from having played a game.  
 
Game System 
A system that determines the relationship of formal game elements like rules, 
time, area, rewards, goals, actions and game activities.  
 
Hybrid Digital Prototype 
A paper-based prototype that combines digital elements.  
 
Ideation 
A phase in the iterative game design process where the game designer is primarily 
involved in thinking of new ideas or ideas that solve design problems.  
 
Iterative Development 
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A process of planning, build and testing.  
 
Iterative Game Design 
A process of thinking, making and deciding that a game designer under goes to 
shape the design.  
 
Micro-iteration 
An iteration cycles that playtests within the game development team, i.e. not with 
co-designers or the target audience.  
 
Mock-ups 
A combination of Images and diagrams used to visualise specific actions or events 
in a game.  
 
Paper-based Prototyping 
A use of non-digital material to create a rough but playable model of a game sys-
tem or a part of a game system. 
 
Play-testing  
A design activity where the players and/or users play, use or work through the 
existing design so that the game designer can collect feedback in order to improve 
the game design.  
 
Payoff Matrix 
A simple table or chart used to weight and balance the various the values of at-
tributes given game objects (e.g. health, lives, attack damage, etc.). 
 
Practice-led Research 
Practice-led research is defined by the process undertaken and not by the form of 
the finished element. The goal of all research is to add to the store of knowledge 
and understanding.  
 
Procedural Content 
Procedural knowledge involves knowing how to do something functional.  
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Production Value  
A subjective value concerned with how a game looks and feels, and includes a 
game story, graphics, animations, sounds effects, music, etc. 
 
Psychiatry 
The domain of practice of diagnosing and treating mental disorders. 
 
Serious Games 
Any game where education is the primary goal, rather than entertainment.  
 
Solution focused therapy 
A form of brief therapy that focuses on a specific problem and direct intervention. 
Developed in the ’80 in the USA and since then adopted across Europe Sweden 
Germany France and Belgium. The attraction for the application of deceptively 
simple methods made of this method a very popular practice. The therapist takes 
responsibility for working more proactively with the client in order to treat clinical 
and subjective conditions faster.  
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Stakeholder 
Owners of a game development project or people that can assert influence on a 
game development project.   
 
Transmitting Games  
Applied games designed educate or communicate ideas to players.  
 
Triage 
Triage is the process of determining the priority of patients' treatments based on 
the severity of their condition. 
 
Vitruvius 
An ancient Roman architect that defined an approach to architecture based on 
three key principles of firmitas (soundness or durability), utilitas (utility or con-
venience), and venustas (attractiveness or beauty). 
 
Wireframes 
A rough sketch or mock-up of HUD (head-up display), GUI (graphical user-inter-
face), UI (user-interfaces) and/or in-game menus. 
 
 
 
